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ABSTRACT 

 Appearance-related self-worth occupies a central role in the self-structure of many 

individuals. While many social psychological theories may be employed to understand the 

role of appearance in individuals’ self-structures, thus far developmental theories have not 

been widely used to understand how these structures come to be and how they change 

throughout development. The current project integrates social and developmental theories 

of self to understand the role that important domains may play in the development of self-

structure. Participants between the ages of 9 and 21 completed a set of questionnaires 

assessing various self-concept and self-esteem related variables to address these questions, 

allowing a cross-sectional view of the development of self-structure.  Multiple regression 

analyses were used to address several research questions, and five patterns of self-structure 

development emerged. First, connections between domains of self increase 

developmentally, a finding which replicates and adds depth to previous self research. 

Second, discrepancies between how individuals see themselves and how they would ideally 

like to be are positively related to how connected that domain is within the self-structure. 

Third, malleability of self-worth is negatively related to domain connectedness such that 

higher levels of connectedness are associated with decreased malleability of self feelings in 

response to challenges to self-esteem. Fourth, domain importance does not play a strong 

role in the development of self-structure. Connectedness of domains increases 

developmentally regardless of individual beliefs about domains. Finally, development of 
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self-structure differs according to the universality of the self domain that is being 

considered. Universally important cultural areas, such as appearance, show markedly 

different developmental associations than do domains that are not as universally 

emphasized. Implications of these findings for prevention programs aimed at decreasing 

centrality of appearance and future directions for research are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Concerns with appearance and especially with the body are normative in our 

society. Attractiveness and thinness are revered in westernized cultures, and many go to 

great lengths to reach a virtually unattainable ideal. The focus on appearance is strongly 

evident as society maintains rigidly strong appearance-related stereotypes. The ‘what is 

beautiful is good’ stereotype, that individuals are expected to have more positive 

personal characteristics if they are attractive, has been robustly shown to exist across 

age, gender, and racial lines (e.g. Adams, 1977; Dion, Berscheid, & Walster, 1972; 

Langlois & Stephan, 1977; Stephan & Langlois, 1984). Another common appearance-

related stereotype holds that overweight individuals have negative personal 

characteristics and are less socially acceptable than their normal weight counterparts. 

These ‘anti-fat attitudes’ are evident even in young children (Cramer & Steinwert, 1998; 

DeJong, 1980; White, Maura, & Spindler, 1985). 

 One worrisome aspect of this trend is that young children quickly become aware of 

the thinness ideal espoused by our society and begin to adopt this ideal as their own 

personal ideal (Shapiro, Newcomb, & Loeb, 1997). This is particularly the case with females. 

Beyond purely adopting this ideal, girls typically report that their bodies are very discrepant 

from what they would ideally like them to be (Dohnt & Tiggemann, 2004; Hausenblas et al., 

2002; Hill et al., 1994; Sands & Wardle, 2003; Tiggemann & Wilson-Barrett, 1998). Girls’ 

satisfaction with their bodies steadily decreases from 4th to 12th grades (Adams et al., 2000; 
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Byely, Archibald, Graber, & Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Hargreaves & Tiggemann, 2002; McCabe & 

Ricciardelli, 2001; Rosenblum & Lewis, 1999; Schutz, Paxton, & Wertheim, 2002; Wardle & 

Watters, 2004). Along with the change in appearance dissatisfaction, related concerns 

become more invasive in girls’ lives as well. Girls in elementary and middle school who 

express concerns about their bodies can become preoccupied with weight and dieting. This 

preoccupation is associated with anxiety, which is frequently alleviated by dieting behavior 

(Shapiro et al., 1997), often leading to a lifetime cycle of dieting unhealthily, regaining 

weight, and subsequently dieting further. 

Socialization of Appearance Concerns 

 The importance of appearance and the thin ideal are socialized from a variety of 

sources. From infancy, children are treated differently based on their perceived 

attractiveness by family, friends, and strangers (Berkowitz & Frodi, 1979; Hildebrandt & 

Fitzgerald, 1983; Langlois et al., 2000; Leinbach & Fagot, 1991). Strong stereotypes of 

beautiful individuals having a number of more positive traits and experiences, as well as 

frequent anti-fat stereotypes make the message strong and consistent. Parents are integral in 

socializing children to view appearance and weight as important. For example, Adams, 

Hicken, and Salehi (1988) investigated the way parents transmit information through 

storytelling. Adams and colleagues (1988) had parents tell their own child about the first day 

of school for a photographed child. The picture of the child was either normal (no physical 

defects), obese, or handicapped. The stories were coded for content amongst the three 
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conditions, and differences were found in the theme and content of the stories. For those 

who were shown children who were obese or handicapped, the stories were more likely to 

include a major problem to be overcome. Physical appearance was referred to more often 

when the child was obese or handicapped, and reactions of the target child in the study to 

the normal child were positive while to the other two children they were negative (Adams 

et al., 1988). This interesting study suggests that although not intentionally telling their 

children that the appearance of the obese and handicapped child was important, parents 

were unintentionally transmitting the idea that life was harder for the unattractive children 

and that attractiveness is thus an important domain. Children pick up on these subtle 

messages, and girls as young as five years old model their mother’s weight concerns 

(Abramovitz & Birch, 2000; Davison et al., 2000).  

 Another important socializing agent of appearance concerns is the media. The 

message that appearance and thinness are important is widely seen in media geared toward 

an adult audience, but is also evident in young children’s media. For example, in a content 

analysis of popular children’s media, physical attractiveness was emphasized in 72% of 

videos (Herbozo, Tantleff-Dunn, Gokee-Larose, & Thompson, 2004). Not only does the 

media portray the importance of physical appearance frequently, but also portrays 

attractiveness as an important attribute for individuals to possess in order to be a happy and 

loved person. In 60% of the videos examined, love from another important character was 

contingent on being attractive. Also, female attractiveness in the media was associated with 
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sociability, kindness, and happiness in 84% of videos (Herbozo et al., 2004). In addition, 

appearance enhancement is a frequent topic of children’s commercials, occupying 23% of 

those commercials shown during Saturday morning television shows (Ogletree, Williams, 

Raffeld, Mason, & Fricke, 1990). 

 Strong evidence of the effect of media on the emergence of appearance concerns 

comes from a natural experiment on the effect of novel exposure to television on adolescent 

girls in Fiji. Researchers there were presented with a rare and valuable opportunity to study 

the effects of media exposure to adolescent girls in 1995 when residents of Fiji were able to 

access television and the ideals present on television in Western programming for the first 

time. Three years after the introduction of television, dramatic changes had occurred in 

these adolescent girls. Traditional Fijian ideals of beauty included large bodies and large 

appetites, highly unlike Westernized culture.  Understandably, before television had been 

introduced there was little evidence of eating disorders. After the introduction of television 

disordered eating behaviors had more than doubled. In addition, measures before the 

introduction of television indicated that there was no evidence of any girl using vomiting for 

weight control but after being exposed to this media, 11.3% of the girls reported engaging in 

this behavior. Girls with televisions were 3 times as likely to have problematic eating 

attitudes and behaviors. Narrative data indicated great interest in emulating the appearance 

of the Westernized television models (Becker, Burwell, Gilman, Herzog, & Hamburg, 2002). 

From this natural experiment we can see the strong impact of Westernized media on body 
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ideals from even limited exposure. 

 The Fijian study also provides compelling evidence diluting the evolutionary 

argument for the importance of physical attractiveness as an imperative for mate selection. 

Evolutionary psychologists have argued that physical attractiveness is emphasized within 

our culture not because of social processes, but because physical attractiveness signals 

reproductive success to possible mates. Evolutionary psychologists contend that this process 

is natural and explains the focus on appearance and attractiveness within all cultures 

(Sugiyama, 2005). However, this argument does not wholly explain the appearance-related 

phenomenon within our culture, as standards of beauty and attractiveness often are in 

contrast to reproductive health. In particular, the ultra-thin ideal of beauty within 

Westernized societies is not a reproductively successful figure. The idealized images often 

lack the necessary curves and fat deposits required for women to successfully bear children. 

Wiseman and colleagues (1992) found that women who were presented as the cultural ideal, 

namely Miss America contestants and Playboy centerfolds, weighed 15% or more below the 

expected weight based on age and height – that is, the majority met one of the criteria in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders for anorexia nervosa. Wiseman et al. 

(1992) conclude that the “ideal” figure for our society as based on these two groups of 

women remains at 11-13% below their expected ‘healthy’ weights. Additionally, the Fijian 

study offers a second prime example of how the evolutionary perspective falls short of 

explaining the attractiveness standard. Within the study, as girls were exposed to media 
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ideals of attractiveness, some undertook behaviors that would arguably reduce their 

evolutionary value. Engaging in unhealthy weight-control practices would endanger the 

reproductive capacity of these girls, yet the frequency of these practices significantly 

increased in response to the media as a socialization resource.  

 Another argument used to support the evolutionary perspective on attractiveness 

concerns the use of the waist-to-hip ratio in explaining preferences for attractiveness. Some 

have theorized that attractiveness across cultures can be quantified by using this ratio, 

which also is an indicator of reproductive success. However, in reviewing the evidence for 

this evolution-based theory, Swami (2006) concludes that body mass index (BMI) is the 

primary predictor of attractiveness for females, and that preferences for attractiveness based 

on BMI vary widely across cultural context. Clearly then we need to look outside of the 

evolutionary perspective to more fully explain the physical appearance-related issues 

prominent in society. 

 A third important socializing influence comes from peers. Peers represent a major 

source of influence in the socialization of appearance concerns. Exposure to peers who have 

already internalized the thin ideal, such as with older peers, has a negative effect on girls’ 

body image (Wardle & Watters, 2004). The negative effects that come from being exposed to 

peers who have internalized the thinness ideal continue throughout adolescence. For 

example, Stice, Maxfield, and Wells (2003) found that mere exposure to a thin confederate 

who complained about her weight resulted in a significant increase in body dissatisfaction 
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in college aged women. This may be due to the effects of social comparison as it has been 

found that increased social comparison in the appearance domain is associated with 

increased body dissatisfaction as well as restrained eating, extreme weight loss behaviors, 

and binge eating behaviors (Jones, 2001; Paxton et al., 1999; Schutz et al., 2002). Levels of 

social comparison also increase parallel to increasing appearance-related concerns 

developmentally.  

 Friends and close peer groups may be expected to have a strong effect as well. 

Though it is hard to distinguish directionality of this influence, girls’ perceptions of their 

friends’ appearance-related activities are associated with girls’ body satisfaction. Use of 

extreme weight loss behaviors by friends also predicted girls’ use of these strategies as well 

(Lieberman et al., 2001; Paxton et al., 1999). Girls seem to share concerns about weight and 

appearance with their friendship group. Paxton et al. (1999) found that girls within a clique 

could be characterized by similar levels of body concern, extreme weight loss behaviors, and 

dietary restraint. Both attitudes and behaviors about body image and dieting were similar 

within groups and differed between groups. In further support of the modeling construct, 

body image concern could be predicted by individual beliefs that they would have better 

friends if they were thinner, noting friends as a strong source of influence, as well as level of 

friends’ concern with weight and dieting. Interestingly, quality of the friendship 

relationships did not add to the predictive quality of the model, indicating that modeling 

behaviors within an adolescent environment occurs with simple exposure to this 
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environment (Paxton et al., 1999). It is likely that two forces are at work in these processes. 

First, girls may be drawn to groups that express similar levels of body concern. However, 

given the above results, it also seems likely that girls become more and more like the group 

they associate with in terms of weight and body concerns simply by spending time together 

and modeling other girls’ behaviors.  

 Friends and peers may also influence body image through conversational topics. 

Nichter (2000) coined the term ‘fat talk’ to  refer to conversations that peers may have about 

weight or their bodies. Nichter’s qualitative study of adolescent girls suggested that 

conversations with friends about weight are common in adolescent girls, but that these 

conversations do not necessarily mean that any actions are taking place to change weight. 

However, Vincent and McCabe (2000) found that discussions about weight were predictive 

of eating problems in adolescent girls. And Gapinski, Brownell, and LaFrance (2003) state 

that “The potentially dangerous impact of fat talk should not be underestimated. It 

perpetuates the overvalued ideal of thinness and shared revulsion of fat and may be 

particularly damaging to those who are vulnerable to eating problems,” (p. 386). Regardless 

of whether fat talk is directly linked to behaviors, it seems to be linked with increased 

preoccupation with appearance.   

A final way in which peers might influence body image is through teasing. Teasing 

is a normative childhood event, and weight and appearance-related teasing are commonly 

reported (Barker & Galambos, 2003; Quinlan, Hoy, & Costanzo, 2008). Although teasing is 
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not always meant to be destructive, the effects of weight-related teasing often are hurtful 

and even long lasting. Girls and boys who are over- or under- weight are more likely to be 

teased, as is consistent with the idea that peers punish “differentness” in other children. 

Although both genders are teased at similar rates, girls tend to be more upset about teasing 

and those who are overweight are more upset by it than those who are underweight 

(Gleason, Alexander, & Somers, 2000; Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2002).   

 Weight and appearance related teasing is hurtful to many children’s body image. 

This is evidenced by the robust finding that weight-related teasing is positively linked to 

both body image dissatisfaction and weight concern in children from 5 to 16 years of age 

(Barker & Galambos, 2003; Barr Taylor et al., 1998; Davison & Birch, 2002; Lieberman et al., 

2001; Paxton et al., 1999; Quinlan, Hoy, & Costanzo, 2008). Teasing is related to increased 

dislike of the self and also with harmful behaviors such as disordered eating behaviors 

(Lieberman et al., 2001; Neumark-Sztainer et al., 2002). Children’s regard for weight and 

appearance-related teasing as hurtful suggests that they are receiving the message that their 

appearance is not acceptable. However, in adolescence, the message is not only that their 

appearance is unacceptable, but that they themselves are unacceptable as individuals as 

appearance has become integral to the self definition.  

 Teasing in childhood conveys a lack of social approval that has long lasting effects. 

Cash (1995) conducted a retrospective analysis of teasing as it related to body image in a 

sample of 18 to 39 year old females. Seventy percent of the women still thought about the 
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teasing experiences of childhood, indicating how significant the teasing was to their self-

concept. Women who recalled more frequent teasing and having been more distressed by 

this teasing behavior, regardless of body size, also report lower body satisfaction (Cash, 

1995; McLaren, Kuh, Hardy, & Gauvin, 2004). In addition, teasing may contribute to 

negative expectations of social relationships, creating difficulty in creating intimacy and 

depending on others (Hoy, Quinlan, Brechwald, & Costanzo, 2007). Teasing, especially 

about appearance, is a normative experience that appears to have long-lasting effects on the 

development of appearance concerns and those who find these experiences most troubling 

continue to feel the negative effects years later (Cash, 1995; Gleason et al., 2000). 

 These socialization experiences have far-reaching implications, including disordered 

behaviors such as eating disorders. Poor body image has been implicated in the 

development of eating disorders as well as the occurrence of unhealthy weight control 

behaviors in the non-disordered individual (e.g. Markey & Markey, 2005; Neumark-Sztainer 

et al., 2006). Beyond these behavioral implications, this focus on appearance by multiple 

significant socializing influences may also have implications on the developing self-concept.  

Appearance and the Self-Concept  

 Some researchers have chosen to examine the societal and personal focus on 

appearance by examining how appearance fits into the self-concept of children and 

adolescents. These researchers robustly find that appearance is the component of the self 

that is most highly correlated with overall self-esteem throughout the life span (Harter, 
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1985a, 1985b; Neemann & Harter, 1986). For children then, feelings about appearance and 

the body become linked with satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the self as a whole. The 

overgeneralization of the appearance domain into the realm of self definition has been seen 

by the age of 13 in girls (Smolak, 2002; Tiggemann & Wilson-Barrett, 1998), although some 

researchers report that these links form earlier (Harter, 2000). Feelings about whether one’s 

body is attractive or unattractive become integral in the evaluation of oneself as an 

individual, especially for females.  

 In addition, feelings about one’s appearance are linked with feelings about other 

aspects of the self as well. Showers and Larsen (1999) investigated this possibility in a group 

of college women. They were given a set of cards containing possible personal traits or 

characteristics and were told to sort the cards into piles that represented meaningful aspects 

of themselves and their lives. Results suggested that for those who thought appearance was 

important to their idea of self, physical appearance beliefs were widely evident among 

different aspects of the self and occurred in categories that were not solely appearance-

focused. For example, in one participant, feelings about appearance occurred in self-

generated groupings describing how the individual felt “out of control in life” and in a 

category described as “feeling worthless,” as well as in a category named “overweight.” 

This study suggests that appearance, a domain which is important to a wide range of 

individuals, may pervade an individual’s sense of self in areas that are completely unrelated 

to appearance.   
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 The idea that important components and areas of the self are linked is not new. 

Social psychologists have studied this phenomenon largely in exploring the structure of the 

self-concept. 

Structure of the Self 

 Though varied in theory and structure, the majority of work on self-concept 

contends that it is a multidimensional structure that makes up how one perceives oneself. 

The components, or domains, of one’s self-concept vary in their importance to the 

individual’s feelings of worth (Crocker & Wolfe, 2001; Harter, 1999; James, 1892). 

Throughout development, self-concept changes from being universally based on few 

components and external feedback to becoming a more internal sense of self which has 

more varied and specific components according to an individual’s experiences. Areas 

become important to the self through meaningful situations (Ruble, 1987), through unique 

competencies (Harter, 1999), and through socialization experiences provided by parents, 

peers, media, and society.  

 One reason that specific domains may become integrated into one’s conception of 

self is that they are perceived to carry information about an individual’s social value. 

Baldwin and Sinclair (1996) found that individuals with low self-esteem perceive that 

acceptance from others is contingent on successful performance. Building on this work, van 

Dellen, Hoy and Hoyle (2008) found that components that are important to an individual’s 

sense of self are related to perceptions of relational value. In particular, individuals who 
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have domain contingent self-worth consider that failures in that domain are likely to be 

related to rejection experiences. Though this work has yet to be examined developmentally, 

this provides preliminary support for the idea that domains that become important to 

individuals are likely to be those that they perceive will bring them social success. This work 

suggests that both content as well as self-structure might have important implications for 

how the self develops. 

 Research on structure of self suggests that it is important to examine which domains 

become important as well as how they relate to each other in a self structure. The self can be 

thought of as being organized in a network structure with specific components of the self 

representing nodes within the structure. The nodes are linked to other related self nodes, 

and these links vary in strength according to how strong a relationship the two nodes have 

to one another. The nodes that are more clearly related have stronger links than do those 

that are only tangentially related. When a node is activated, it then spreads the activation to 

other related nodes in the structure (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Linville, 1987). Nodes may be 

activated according to external context or may be internally motivated as well, as when an 

individual engages in rumination (Mischel & Morf, 2003). The more often these connections 

are activated, the more strongly associated they become; as a result, the connection between 

the nodes is more likely to be made in future encounters (Kunda, 1999). The network 

structure, according to Mischel and Morf (2003), is a function of individual genes and 

biology as well as their social and developmental history. 
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 One important theory based on this associative network idea is advocated by 

Linville (1985). Linville has looked at the self in terms of both how many aspects of the self 

are important and how they are related to one another. According to this theory, knowledge 

about the self is represented in multiple cognitive structures which are organized in relation 

to each other with related aspects being linked in a network structure. The organization of 

the self aspects results in a network of self-components, some of which are linked while 

others are independent. The network varies in level of complexity in terms of the 

interrelatedness and number of aspects. In a simple structure, central areas of self-concept 

are linked to all other areas so that feelings about the self in important domains become 

feelings about the self in general. In a more complex self representation, the self aspects are 

not so closely linked. In this way, when one aspect is activated, very few other aspects are 

activated as well.  

 Also according to the self-complexity theory, a complex self-representation is 

desirable because when a negative event occurs, the associated impact on self-worth varies 

according to level of complexity. In a simple self representation, a negative event triggers the 

associated self-aspect which in turn has ramifications for all related aspects. In this way the 

negative event in a single domain ends up affecting the whole of the self-concept. However, 

in a more complex self-structure, the aspects are not so closely linked and a negative event 

only activates the specifically related node. The activation of related self-aspects is referred 

to by Linville (1987) as affective spillover. In a simple structure there is a large amount of 
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spillover while in a complex structure there is not. This is similar to the idea posited by other 

researchers that having a greater number of identities is good for mental health (Coleman & 

Antonucci, 1983; Kessler & McRae, 1982). However, Linville (1987) adds the connectedness 

component to this argument, stressing that both the number of nodes and the connectedness 

between the nodes are important.  

 Some researchers have argued whether self-complexity is a benefit or a risk to well-

being. Their argument stems from the idea that having a fragmented view of the self has 

been found to be harmful to psychological health (e.g., Lutz & Ross, 2003; Woolfolk, Gara, 

Allen, & Beaver, 2004). However, it seems that this argument is based on differing 

conceptualizations of self-complexity. Namely, one side argues that self-complexity refers to 

having a large number of unrelated selves that may not have a common core while the other 

contends that the self is a unified whole within which a complex structure between the 

components is beneficial for the reasons mentioned above. These two conceptualizations are 

distinctly different, and Lutz and Ross (1993) have found that they relate to mental health in 

opposite directions. Self-complexity, as it was originally formulated, refers to the latter 

definition, namely that there is a coherent sense of self in which there is a connective 

structure which varies in level of complexity. The former definition has been termed 

‘fragmentation’ or ‘self-concept differentiation,’ (Donahue, Robins, Roberts, & John, 1993; 

Lutz & Ross, 1993). Other researchers have investigated the possibility that there are 

different effects of complexity on well-being depending on whether positive or negative 
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information is being assessed (Woolfolk et al., 2004; Woolfolk, Novalany, Gara, Allen, & 

Polino, 1995).  

 Another feature of these network models is that the nodes, or concepts about the 

self, differ in their centrality to the individual. Different nodes may be activated in varying 

situations, and as such Markus and Wurf (1987) distinguish between the working self-

concept, or that which is currently activated, and core concepts of the self that are likely to 

be chronically accessible. Mischel and Morf (2003) contend that the structure of the self is 

relatively stable overall.  

 Social psychologists have clearly made important advances in the understanding of 

the self as a structural system and have used this work to advance understanding of 

behaviors and psychopathology. Likewise, developmentalists have looked at the 

development of the content of the self-concept through examining socialization of different 

domains and the effects of these components on behaviors. However, these two areas of 

psychology have not yet been integrated in a way that allows us to understand how the self-

structure develops. The social psychological work on self-structure and connections 

between self components has primarily been done with college students, and as such, a 

developmental lens has not been deployed. The developmental work, while focusing on 

children and adolescents, generally treats self-concept domains as separate entities which 

emerge into a structure of self that may be hierarchically arranged (i.e. Marsh, Byrne, & 

Shavelson, 1992) or not (Harter, 1999). The current dissertation connects these two areas of 
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inquiry into the self to examine when and how connections between various self 

components are formed, and how this may impact functioning in children, adolescents, and 

young adults. This project also investigates appearance-specific self-related content to 

examine the developmental course of a consistently and highly socialized domain and the 

possible impact on self development.  

Theoretical Contributions and Research Questions 

 Developmental work suggests that middle childhood might be an important time in 

which these connections are most compellingly forged. In childhood, the self-concept 

consists of descriptions of the self in discrete categories (Damon & Hart, 1982; Harter, 1999). 

Evaluation of the self is generally very positive and is not linked to any specific domains or 

performance in any one area (Harter, 1999). Instead, it is largely based on external 

information from important others. In middle childhood, however, the self begins to be 

based on how competent children feel in areas of importance to themselves (Harter, 1999). A 

primary way by which competence is assessed is through social comparisons, and during 

middle childhood these are undergoing important changes as well. In childhood, the 

capacity for social comparisons exists, but these comparisons have little effect on the child’s 

overall feeling of self-worth. Social comparisons are primarily used for affiliation with 

others and for noting similarities between the self and others. However, around middle 

childhood, social comparisons become important to evaluations of worth (Ruble & Frey, 

1987). This important and distinctive change lets children know their competencies in 
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different areas as compared to others, and these feelings of competence or incompetence 

have effects on feelings of overall worth.  

 Components of the self that have been socialized to be important are likely to be 

more frequently used for social comparisons as well as having more intrinsic affective 

importance. The areas of comparison are likely to be those that have been socialized as 

important by parents and wider society and also those areas that are important to peer 

culture. While these domains are individualized according to experience, areas in which 

there is a high concordance between these two sources of socialization, such as appearance, 

are likely to be more universally important. Competence in domains is assessed both by 

noting how well one performs in relation to others as well as noting how well one’s 

performance matches up to their standards. In this way, individuals compare their actual 

performance with either the performance they would like to be exhibiting or that which they 

feel they should be exhibiting. Research question 1 of the current study addresses these 

comparisons between actual and ideal selves in children and examines whether these 

comparisons have more of an impact on self-esteem in different ages. This area also 

addresses whether these relationships may be stronger in those areas that have been 

socialized as important. This question builds on the developmental work of Harter (1999) 

which suggests that both self-perceived competence and subjective importance are 

important to take into account in exploring the self-concept of individuals. In her 

formulation, when self-perceived competence in a domain falls considerably below the 
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subjective importance of that domain, overall self-worth is lowered.  

 In order to protect one’s self-esteem from these increasingly problematic and 

frequent discrepancies, some domains of self may become linked to others where there may 

be less of a current discrepancy. For example, if a child is comparing themselves 

unfavorably to another child on their appearance, they may cognitively connect their 

perceived competence in appearance with performance in another domain in which they 

feel successful as a way of buffering the resultant dip in self-esteem. This occurs in a sort of 

self-affirmation process (Steele, 1999). Tesser (2000) suggests that while there may be 

benefits to affirming the self within the domain that is threatened, it is often more feasible 

and helpful for positive self-regard to affirm the self using a domain different than the one 

that has been threatened. This provides support for cognitively based cross-domain 

connections as a means of self-esteem maintenance. Over time these connections between 

components may become canalized and pathways between various components are forged. 

This idea is similar to Jordan and Cole’s (1996) hypothesis that negative personally relevant 

events in childhood lead to greater differentiation in the self-concept in order to maintain a 

positive sense of self. The present conceptualization takes this hypothesis one step further 

and asserts that it is not the negative events per se that give rise to the complex self- 

representations, but rather it is the way that these events are interpreted in terms of 

discrepancies between how an individual sees themselves and how they would ideally like 

to be. Research question 2 addresses the effect of the discrepancies in forging connections 
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between self components. This question also addresses whether the importance of specific 

domains affects this relationship. 

 For those individuals who define themselves by their competence in several 

domains of importance, many different connections are formed. Each important domain of 

self may be linked to other domains, and so on, such that the self becomes linked in a 

complex structure. However, if an individual internalizes the belief that only one or two 

domains of self are important, connections among self-components are likely to be sparser. 

For example, if parents, peers, and society have conveyed to an individual that appearance 

is a uniquely important component of self, appearance may become linked with some less 

important self areas when threatened, but other components may not be linked in a similar 

way. For this child then appearance becomes a central and self-defining characteristic. When 

feelings about the self are activated in any domain, appearance-related beliefs are also 

activated such that thoughts about appearance become intricately linked to all aspects of this 

child’s life. This is what Linville (1987) calls a ‘simple self-structure’ which may lead to 

affective vulnerabilities. Research question 3 examines the number of connections made 

from important components to other areas of the self as compared to the number of 

connections made from less important domains.  

 Research question 4 addresses the implications of a complex self-structure on global 

feelings about the self at various ages. Linville looked at the effects of self-complexity and 

simplicity in adults while other researchers have looked at these effects in relation to 
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depression in childhood (Evans, 1994; Evans, Brody & Noam, 1995; Jordan & Cole, 1996). 

Developmental research and theory suggests that domain connections increase from 

childhood to adolescence and that connectedness of self domains is not linked with 

depression during latency aged individuals but it is during adolescence. The current study 

similarly looks at connectedness developmentally but focuses on the effects of global 

feelings about the self rather than on psychopathology. This research question investigates 

how self-structure changes with development, and how individual differences may become 

more apparent with further development. 

 Research question 5 begins to examine content of the self in relation to self-structure. 

While the whole of the dissertation project is focused on structure of the self, this research 

question seeks to get a preliminary look at how socialization experiences are associated with 

the adoption of different self components into the self-concept. Appearance is one domain 

that is uniquely suited to become a centralized self domain, especially for females. There is a 

high concordance between parental, peer, and social views on the importance of appearance 

more so than in any other domain. In addition, these views are widely supported as in the 

frequent use of appearance-related stereotypes as discussed earlier.  

 Although the self development processes explored in this project are not 

hypothesized to differ by gender, the content of these self areas is likely to show important 

gender distinctions. One domain in which this is most likely to occur is physical appearance. 

Society places more emphasis on physical appearance for females (McKinley, 1999), and is 
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thus more likely to be integrated into the self-concept for girls. Further, this integration of 

appearance as an important part of self is likely to occur at an earlier developmental period 

in girls as appearance has been found to have evaluative significance for girls earlier than for 

boys (Guiney & Furlong, 1999). Within research area 5, gender differences in developmental 

content of the self are explored. 

 The whole of this theoretical integration suggests a developmental course for how 

various self domains become important to individuals. Though the current proposed 

developmental theory proceeds in a longitudinal manner, the current project addresses the 

various components of the theory in a cross-sectional way. This analysis will provide a basis 

for the theory which may then be followed in future work in a more causally oriented 

manner. 

Hypotheses 

 This dissertation addresses the as-yet unanswered question of how components of 

the self come to be linked developmentally by using the theoretical integration offered in the 

introduction above. Specifically, this project addresses the following hypotheses: 

 

Research Area #1: How discrepancies relate to self-esteem 

 Hypothesis #1: Throughout development, discrepancies between actual and ideal self 

components increasingly influence self-esteem. This relationship is stronger in areas that are 

important to the self. 
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Research Area #2:  Connectedness and importance in domains 

 Hypothesis #2: As individuals develop through adolescence, discrepancies 

experienced in important self domains are associated with greater connectedness scores in 

those domains. 

 Hypothesis #3: The canalization of important self domains through development are 

associated with important domains being interconnected with other domains more so than 

domains of relatively low importance.  

 

Research Area #3: Connectedness and functioning 

 Hypothesis #4: The canalization of connections between self components as 

individuals develop from middle school to college age impacts self development such that 

greater connectedness in areas of importance is associated with greater overall malleability 

of self-worth in a negative direction when these areas are threatened.  

 

Research area #4: Self Content 

 Hypothesis #5: Connections between which domains are important to the self and 

those of importance to peers decreases from childhood to late adolescence. 

 Hypothesis #6: Appearance shows stronger evaluative connections to overall self-

worth earlier in girls than in boys.  
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Research area #5: Additional Developmental Questions  

 Hypothesis #7: Because individuals tend to forge unique self pictures between middle 

childhood and late adolescence, it is proposed that there will be increases in the variation in 

connectedness levels with age. Younger children look more similar to one another in terms 

of connectedness of domains while older children have more varied extensiveness of 

connectedness. 
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METHOD 

Recruitment and Rationale 

 Participants included students from middle childhood to late adolescence (5th grade 

through sophomore year of college). This age range was purposefully selected as 

representing an important developmental period in which changes in the self-concept are 

compelling tasks of development. According to literature reviewed above, middle 

childhood is a time in which important connections are forming between descriptive and 

evaluative features of the self-concept. The youngest participants were chosen to allow for 

an investigation into early changes in self. However, these children also are cognitively 

developed enough to respond to questions that required them to examine how they think 

about themselves. The older participants were selected to examine the developmental 

progression of self-related constructs with the oldest individuals expected to show a more 

stable and more variably complex sense of self. Recruitment of participants took place 

within three different school environments.  

 Group 1, composed of the youngest participants, was first recruited through 

Durham Academy (DA) Middle School. DA is a private school consisting of predominantly 

Caucasian students who fall mostly within the upper-middle socioeconomic class. Students 

who attend DA have met difficult academic requirements for admission and performed 

well on an entrance exam. The principal investigator described the study to an assembly of 

approximately 250 students. Students were given informed consent letters to take home to 
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their parents and return to the school. Initial response rates were very low, with less than 

10% returning parental forms. Therefore, a second presentation was made to recruit a 

greater number of participants. Participants were given two options for compensation 

related to participation, with each option monetarily equivalent. Students received either 

$10 or a gift card to a book store for $5 with the option to make a donation to one charity 

from a pre-selected list. In addition, each student who participated was entered into a 

drawing for two $25 cash prizes.  

 Group 2, composed of the adolescent participants, was recruited from DA Upper 

School. The principal investigator or her advisor presented the study to each grade level in 

the school separately (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior). Each group was 

approximately 100 students, for a total of 400 possible participants. Students were given an 

informed consent form to bring to their parents and return to school. A total of 50 students 

participated from this group. In addition, approximately 25 participants returned letters 

indicating they did not wish to participate for a total response rate of 18.75%. Participants 

received $10 for completing the project and were additionally entered into a drawing for 

two $100 cash prizes.  

 Group 3, composed of the college students, was recruited from the Duke University 

Undergraduate Subject Pool. Participants in introductory psychology courses were able to 

sign up for the project in exchange for a required experimental credit.  
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Participants 

 Participants were 196 students (66% female) from the three school recruitment 

groups as described above. Overall, the sample ranged from ages 9 – 21 (M = 16.10 years, SD 

= 3.32) and were predominately Caucasian (59% Caucasian, 12% Black, 5% Hispanic, 9% 

Asian, 15% Other). Participants came from highly educated families, reflecting the 

populations of the selected schools, with 80% of parents having received a college degree or 

attended graduate school. Fathers had received significantly more education than mothers 

(t(196) = -2.46, p < .05).  

 Sample size and demographic information for each of the three recruitment groups 

is described in Table 1. One-way ANOVAs were performed to test for omnibus differences 

on demographic variables other than age, and some differences emerged with regard to 

gender (F(2, 193) = 7.97, p < .001), mothers’ education level (F(2, 193) = 7.48, p < .01), and 

father’s education level (F(2, 193) = 10.80, p < .001). Post-hoc Bonferroni tests indicated that 

the college student sample had a significantly larger proportion of female to male 

participants than the adolescent sample (p < .001). Mothers in the college sample had 

significantly fewer years of education than mothers in the child (p < .01) or adolescent 

samples (p < .05). Fathers in the college sample had significantly fewer years of education 

than fathers of the child sample (p < .001). 
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Table 1: Demographic Information 

 

Demographic 

‘Child’ Group 

(n = 48) 

‘Adolescent’ Group 

(n = 50) 

College Group 

(n = 98) 

Variables n % M (SD) n % M (SD) N % M (SD) 

Age†   11.00 (1.09)   15.74 (1.21)   18.78 (.82)  

Gender†          

   Male 18 38   23 46  22  22  

   Female 30 62   27  54  76 77  

Race          

   Caucasian 39 81  33  66  49  50   

   Black 4 8  5 10  14  14   

   Asian 2 4  4   8   12 12  

   Hispanic 0 0  2  4   8 8   

   Other 2 4  6 12   7  7  

Parental Education       

   Mother†    4.63 (.79)    4.52 (.74)    4.10 (.95) 

   Father†    4.94 (.70)    4.58 (.73)    4.23 (1.00) 

† = significant difference between groups 

Note: Education level scaling: 1 = Less than high school, 2 = High school diploma or GED; 3 = 

Some College; 4 = College Degree; 5 = Graduate School 
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Procedure 

 Each group was recruited separately, and as such, the procedures described 

below are organized according to sample. Group 1 completed the survey in two 

sections. The first section was an online administration of several of the measures and 

was to be completed at home during non-school hours. The second part of data 

collection occurred on campus during a school day. Measures for this portion were 

administered in a group setting where participants completed a pencil-and-paper set of 

measures. The principal investigator administered the measures and was available 

during completion to answer any questions in the second section. Measures within each 

administration were presented in three different orders to prevent any order effects. 

Each section took approximately 30 minutes to complete. 

 Group 2 completed the survey in two sections, both occurring during the school 

day. The principal investigator administered pencil-and-paper versions of the measures 

to students with parental consent on two consecutive days. Students were given a 

packet of measures to complete in a group setting in which the principal investigator 

was available to answer questions. Students completed approximately one-half of the 

measures on the first day and returned the second day to complete the remainder of the 

measures. Each administration period was 30 minutes in length.   

 Group 3 completed the survey in a single session. As this was the only group to 

complete the measure entirely in one sitting, a brief distractor task was employed 
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approximately half way through the study completion to better match the procedure 

used with the other groups. This distractor task consisted of a word game in which 

participants were presented with a word with a missing letter which they were to then 

fill in. The entire set of measures took approximately 60 minutes to complete. 

Measures 

 In addition to completing assent or consent forms participants completed a series 

of questionnaires assessing structure and content of self-concept. Research has 

repeatedly shown that one of the hallmarks of self development is a move from concrete 

and general descriptions of the self to more differentiated and specific conceptions of the 

self (Bernstein, 1980; Cole, Maxwell, & Martin, 1997; Evans, 1993; Harter, 1999; Linville, 

1987; Marsh, 1989; Montemayor & Eisen, 1977; Mullener & Laird, 1971). In order to 

create a battery of measures on the abstract concept of self that were appropriate for 

different ages and cognitive capabilities, the measures employed in the current study 

were parallel in terms of structure and function but differed slightly in terms of content. 

Three different sets of measures were given to students according to grade-level in 

school such that 5th-8th grade students received version 1 of each measure, 9th-12th grade 

students completed version 2, and college students completed version 3. As noted 

below, measures given to college students reflected more specific dimensions of the self 

than those given to children. The domains selected for use reflected Harter’s 

developmental profile of domains of importance to different age levels. Specifically, 
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college students completed version 3 of the measures and were asked to rate themselves 

in the twelve domains of: creativity, intellectual ability, scholastic competence, job 

competence, athletic competence, appearance, romantic relationships, social acceptance, 

close friendship, parent relationships, humor, and morality. Adolescents completed 

version 2 of the measures and rated themselves in the following eight domains: 

scholastic competence, social acceptance, athletics, physical appearance, job competence, 

romantic appeal, behavioral conduct, and close friendship. The youngest participants 

completed version 1 of the measures and rated themselves in terms of five domains: 

physical appearance, academic competence, social acceptance, athletic competence, and 

behavioral conduct. In order for the scales to be compared across age groups, 4 

overarching categories of self domains were created: appearance-related domains, social 

domains, academic domains, and non-social domains. The ‘appearance’ category 

consists of the subscale pertaining to appearance in each age group. The ‘social’ domain 

category consists of the social acceptance items for the child version; the social 

acceptance and romantic appeal categories in the adolescent version; and the romantic 

relationships, social acceptance, close friendships, and parent relationship subscales of 

the college version. The ‘academic’ domain category consists of the scholastic 

competence subscale in the child and adolescent version and the intellectual ability and 

scholastic competence subscales in the college version. Finally, the ‘non-social’ category 

consists of the behavioral and athletic domains in the child version; athletics, job 
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competence, and behavior in the adolescent version; and creativity, job, athletic, humor, 

and morality subscales in the college version. See Table 2 for a chart summarizing this 

strategy.  

Table 2: Summary Chart of Overarching Domains. 

 Appearance Social Academic Non-Social 

Child SPP        

   Appearance X      

   Social   X    

   Academic     X  

   Athletic       X 

   Behavior      X 

Adolescent SPP          

   Appearance X      

   Social Acceptance   X    

   Romantic Appeal   X    

   Close Friendships   X    

   Scholastic Competence     X  

   Athletic Competence       X 

   Job Competence       X 

   Behavioral Conduct       X 

College SPP        

   Appearance X      

   Social Acceptance   X    

   Romantic Relationship   X    

   Parent Relationships   X    

   Close Friendship   X    

   Scholastic Competence     X  

   Intellectual Ability   X  

   Creativity       X 

   Job Competence       X 

   Athletic Competence       X 

   Humor       X 

   Morality       X 

 

Content of Self-Concept.  

 Self Perception Profile (SPP) (Harter, 1985a; 1985b; Neemann & Harter, 1986; 
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 Appendix A). The SPP scale assesses individuals’ feelings of competence in 

 several self domains and the importance that each domain has for the individual. 

 Because of a tendency for other self-concept measures to elicit socially desirable 

 responses, this measure was created utilizing a ‘structured alternative format.’ 

 Participants first choose what they are most like from two opposing statements 

 about how someone may feel about themselves. They then select whether this 

 statement is ‘really true’ or just ‘sort of true’ for them. For the current study, this 

 measure was presented online to groups 1 and 3 utilizing computerized versions 

 of the format of this measure. Participants were presented first with the two 

 opposing statements about an area of the self and had to select one of the two of 

 the choices that was most like them.  After choosing the statement, a secondary 

 statement appeared on the computer screen asking participants to rate whether 

 the statement was ‘really’ or just ‘sort of’ true of them. This structure allowed 

 participants to fully answer both parts of each question while remaining true to 

 the intended format of the measure. 

  The SPP for Children, given in version 1, contains 46 items representing 

 five domains of self as noted above. The SPP for Adolescents, given in version 2, 

 contains 57 items representing eight domains of self as noted above. The SPP for 

 College Students, given in version 3, contains 78 items representing twelve 

 domains of self as noted above. These scales have been used in paper form in a 
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 variety of research and have shown acceptable reliabilities (most alphas fall 

 between .7-.8;  Harter, 1985a; 1985b;  Neemann & Harter, 1986).  

  The subscales were condensed into the four overarching categories of self 

 as described in the above section. For each of the four overall domains, three 

 scales were created: a competence scale, an importance dimension, and an index 

 of the discrepancy between competence and importance. For the current study, 

 reliabilities as measured by the coefficient alpha of the 4 overarching category 

 subscales were acceptable (.65-.92). Table 3 presents the reliabilities for the four 

 domains on all measures.  

 

 Contingencies of Self-Worth. The Contingencies of Self-Worth scale (Appendix B) is 

 based on Crocker’s Contingencies of Self-worth Scale (Crocker, Luhtanen, 

 Cooper, & Bouvrette, 2003). The original scale is composed of 35 items assessing 

 how much an individual’s self-esteem is dependent upon seven categories 

 (appearance, academics, competition, family support, virtue, approval from 

 others, and God’s love). The measure given in the current study differs from this 

 measure in two important ways. First, the measures given to participants in the 

 current study includes questions assessing how much self-worth is based on 

 domains that are consistent with the domains in the SPP. For example, the 

 youngest participants received a measure that has questions assessing  
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 domains of intelligence, social acceptance, athletics, physical appearance, and 

 behavioral conduct. Second, the questions for the youngest participants were 

 reworded to be age appropriate. Although these items and phrasing differs 

 from Crocker’s original measure, the author attempted to keep the wording 

 consistent with the nature of the original measure in that the main focus is on 

 assessing how much one’s self-worth is staked on various domains.  

 The items in this scale form the four overarching categories of self as 

described above. Two planned subscales showed unacceptable reliability levels 

(α=.52). For the adolescent appearance subscale, a single item that correlated 

most highly with the closest theoretically-related dimension (importance of 

appearance to the self) was used. For the nonsocial domain of the college version, 

two items that correlated most highly with the most closely related dimension 

(importance of nonsocial domains to the self) were used. Reliabilities of the four 

subscales for each of the three separate versions, as measured by the coefficient 

alpha, were acceptable (range: .61-.81).  

 

Discrepancies. Participants completed a modified version of the Selves 

Questionnaire  (Higgins, Bond, Klein, & Strauman, 1986; Appendix C). 

Participants were asked to describe three different versions of themselves: an 

‘actual self’ (what they are actually like), and ‘ideal self’ (what they would like to 
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be), and an ‘ought self’ (what they think they should be like). Participants were 

asked to list items describing the particular self in question in each of the self 

domains included in the age-relevant SPP. Within each domain, participants 

entered up to five descriptors. Then participants rated each descriptor on a scale 

from 1-4 as to how much this descriptor is like them. The descriptors were coded 

into one of the four self domains: appearance, social, academic, and non-social by   

two independent raters who met to resolve coding differences. The coding 

scheme is available in Appendix H. From this measure, an index of discrepancy 

in each of the four domains was obtained in actual-ideal discrepancies. In 

addition, a total actual-ideal score was calculated.  

 

Feelings about the Self 

Self-Esteem. The Rosenberg Self-esteem Inventory (RSE) was used to assess global 

feelings of worth in all participants (Rosenberg, 1965; Appendix D). This measure 

consists of 10 statements expressing different feelings about the self. Participants 

indicated how much they agree or disagree with each statement on a four-point 

scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree). Half of the items 

are reverse scored. The items are averaged to form a mean self-esteem score. This 

scale has been used in many different contexts and research projects and has 

been validated with numerous populations. For the current study, the reliability 
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of this scale, as measured by the coefficient alpha, were good to excellent (range: 

.82-.90). 

  

Domain Specific Self-esteem. Domain specific self-esteem was assessed using a 

modified version of the Self Attributes Questionnaire (Pelham & Swann, 1989; 

Appendix E). This measure requires participants to indicate how competent they 

are on various domains as compared to others in their age range, from 1 (bottom 

5%) to 10 (top 5%). The measure then asks participants to indicate how certain 

they are about their competencies compared to others on each of the domains. 

For the current study, the domains assessed are reflective of those assessed in 

each version of the SPP. In calculating the reliabilities for the four overarching 

domains, two scales on version 2 and one scale on version 3 showed less than 

acceptable reliabilities(α=.52). For those scales, single items were used to 

represent the construct. In specific, the social domain is represented by the single 

item assessing social acceptance rather than that item combined with romantic 

partnerships and close friendships for both versions. The nonsocial domain is 

represented by the single item assessing behavioral esteem for version 2.  

 

Self-structure 

Connectedness of self-components.  Connectedness was assessed using vignettes 
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created for the current study (Appendix F). This methodology is similar in nature 

to the Self Complexity Inventory (Evans, 1994). In the original measure, written 

scenarios are presented to participants where a stressful situation occurs  in 

various self domains. The participant rates the extent to which feelings about the 

self in various self domains change in response to this situation. In the current 

method, participants were asked to imagine that they were in a situation  as 

presented where they are experiencing either a success or failure in a self 

domain. These domains again correspond to the domains as presented in the 

age-relevant SPP. Participants responded to several questions about the scenario. 

First, participants answered an open-ended question indicating what they 

believe they would think next in that situation. Participants next completed an 

open-ended item assessing how they might feel in that situation and explaining 

why they believe they would feel in that way. Participants were then asked to 

indicate on a scale how much the scenario would change how they felt about 

themselves in different self domains as well as how it would change how they 

felt about themselves overall. In vignettes depicting negative situations, 

participants were also asked to list five things they could think to make 

themselves feel better.  

  The number of vignettes differed according to age of the participant. 

 Version 1 contained six vignettes, version 2 contained nine vignettes, and version 
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 3 contained thirteen vignettes. The number of vignettes varies by age as the 

 vignettes are based on those presented in the age-appropriate SPP.  

 Scale answers were summed to form ten subscales. Four subscales were 

formed representing connectedness in each of the four previously mentioned 

domains: appearance, social, academic, and nonsocial. Each of these scales are 

the mean of the total score of how much other domains changed in reaction to 

the vignettes pertaining to that category. The reliability of these four subscales, as 

measured by the coefficient alpha, were good to excellent (.78-.96). A total 

connectedness score was also formed as the mean of the connectedness scores for 

each of the four major domains (α=.88-.98). For each of these four domains, an 

‘overall change’ score was calculated from the item assessing how much feelings 

about the self changed overall in response to the appropriate vignettes (α=.77-

.84). For the ‘nonsocial’ domain in the child version, an unacceptable level of 

reliability was reached (α=.38), likely because this subscale combined several 

conceptually different domains. For this subscale, the single score for the overall 

change in self in response to the behavioral domain was substituted. Finally, a 

total malleability of self-worth score was formed by taking the mean of the 

overall change subscales in the four domains (α=.77-.93).  
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Domain Socialization 

 Normative Importance. The normative importance questionnaire (Appendix G) 

 assesses the extent to which participants feel that others their age value different 

 self-components. This questionnaire was designed for the current study and 

 consists of one item corresponding to each of Harter’s domains of self as given in 

 the self-concept section above. The number of questions therefore differs 

 according to age of the child as more domains are presented to older participants 

 than are to younger participants. The youngest participants’ scale (version 1) 

 consists of five items, the middle group has eight items (version 2), and the 

 oldest group has ten questions (version 3). Each question asks the participant to 

 indicate if a group of 100 of their peers were gathered in a room, how many of 

 their peers would endorse a specific self-domain as being important.  

  Four different subscales were formed using this measure reflecting the 

 normative importance of appearance, social, athletic, and non-social domains 

 using the categories as described in the SPP measure section. Reliabilities for 

 these subscales were acceptable (.60-.77). 
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Table 3: Reliabilities 

 

Version 1: Child Version 2: 

Adolescent 

Version 3: 

College 

Harter       

   Appearance .84 .85 .92 

   Social .82 .88 .86 

   Academic .79 .71 .87 

   Nonsocial .75 .65 .86 

Contingencies      

   Appearance .75 * .66 

   Social .78 .82 .72 

   Academic .61 .80 .81 

   Nonsocial .63 .76 * 

Connectedness       

   Appearance .90 .93 .95 

   Social .81 .93 .96 

   Academic .75 .84 .90 

   Nonsocial .78 .93 .96 

  Total .88 .97 .98 

  Change: Appearance Vig. .82 .80 .84 

  Change: Social Vig. * .81 .81 

  Change: Academic Vig. * * * 

  Change: Nonsocial Vig. * .77 .83 

  Total change .77 .89 .93 

Rosenberg .82 .85 .90 

Self Attributes    

   Appearance * * * 

   Social * * * 

   Academic * * .87 

   Nonsocial * * .60 

Normative Importance    

   Appearance * * * 

   Social * .60 .64 

   Academic * * .77 

   Nonsocial * .65 .65 

* = single item assessment 

Note: Reliabilities are measured by Cronbach’s (1951) coefficient alpha. 
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RESULTS 

Data were first plotted and examined for univariate normality. Although there 

are a number of statistical tests to indicate significant deviations from normal skew and 

kurtosis, Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken (2003) state that visual inspection of the data 

provides the best indications of whether data are normally distributed. Several variables 

presented skewed distributions, and transformations were applied to help the data to 

better approximate normally distributed data. For variables in which a positive skew 

was present, the logarithmic transformations were applied. For variables in which a 

negative skew was evident, data were first reflected and then transformed. After the 

transformation, data were re-reflected for analyses. In the results reported below, all 

tests were performed on transformed data.  

Data were also examined univariately to assess the extent of missing data. Less 

than 5% of data was missing from any variable. A statistical ‘rule-of-thumb’ asserts that 

data with more than 5% missing should look to imputation methods to deal with 

missing data (Garson, 2008; Gerber, 2005). Since the current project had less than 5% 

missing data on any variable, listwise deletion was used in all analyses.  

Preliminary Analyses 

Descriptive and exploratory analyses were conducted for the entire sample. The 

initial analyses consisted of examinations of means, standard deviations, and simple t-

test comparisons of possible race and gender effects. Because of the predominantly 
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Caucasian sample and resultant large differences in the number of participants within 

each individual race category, race was dichotomized into Caucasian and non-

Caucasian participants for the purpose of analysis. Although no specific differences 

were substantively hypothesized between groups beyond appearance-related gender 

differences, some differences were anticipated between these groups.  Descriptive data 

for the whole sample and by gender are presented in Table 4. Descriptive data by race 

are presented in Table 5. 

Several interesting gender differences emerged with respect to the substantive 

variables of interest. First, female participants rated themselves as significantly more 

competent in the domain of social acceptance than did male participants, (t(187) = -3.20, 

p < .01).  Male participants rated themselves as significantly more competent in the 

academic domain than did female participants (t(187) = -2.09, p < .05). In addition, female 

participants reported that both the appearance (t(186) = -2.00, p < .05) and social 

acceptance (t(186) = -3.30, p < .01) domains were more important to them than did males. 

No further gender differences were found. 
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics by Gender.  

 

N=196  Male (N=67) Female 

(N=129) 

Variable M SD  M SD M SD 

Harter Competence       

  Appearance 2.74 .83  2.71 .69 2.76 .90 

  Social† 3.04 .58  2.85 .58 3.13 .55 

  Academic† 3.01 .60  3.14 .57 2.95 .61 

  Nonsocial 3.06 .46  3.08 .44 3.05 .48 

       

Harter Importance       

  Appearance† 2.77 .88  2.62 .83 2.85 .90 

  Social† 3.23 .62   3.04 .62 3.33 .60 

  Academic 3.56 .58   3.58 .59 3.55 .57 

  Nonsocial 3.29 .44  3.24 .51 3.31 .40 

        

Contingencies of Self-worth        

  Appearance 4.80 1.23   4.68 1.20 4.87 1.07 

  Social 4.62 .96  4.59 .96 4.64 .97 

  Academic 5.69 .85  5.76 .83 5.65 .86 

  Nonsocial 4.78 .69  4.82 .73 4.76 .66 

       

Connectedness of Self 

Domains 

      

  Appearance 1.47 .55  1.47 .50 1.47 .57 

  Social 1.30 .45   1.34 .41 1.29 .46 

  Academic 1.39 .50   1.46 .54 1.35 .48 

  Nonsocial 1.41 .48  1.42 .45 1.40 .49 

  Total 1.39 .41  1.38 .43 1.42 .38 

       

Malleability of Domains       

  Appearance 1.87 .87  1.81 .76 1.90 .92 

  Social 1.83 .79   1.86 .74 1.82 .82 

  Academic 2.18 .85   2.04 .79 2.25 .87 

  Nonsocial 1.69 .67  1.84 .65 1.73 .64 

  Total 1.83 .79  1.82 .66 1.86 .54 

       

Normative Importance       

  Appearance 7.07 2.20  7.03 2.32 7.09 2.15 
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  Social 7.36 1.74   7.60 1.55 7.24 1.82 

  Academic 7.26 2.08   6.99 2.21 7.40 2.00 

  Nonsocial 5.88 1.54  6.08 1.82 5.78 1.36 

       

Self Discrepancy        

  Appearance -1.02 1.89  -.89 -1.81 1.08 1.94 

  Social -.37 2.05   -.47 1.90 -.31 2.12 

  Academic -.35 2.09   -.22 2.22 -.41 2.03 

  Nonsocial -1.02 1.49  -.99 1.28 -1.03 1.59 

† significant difference between groups 

Note: Analyses were performed on transformed data. Means and standard deviations presented 

in the table are from the raw data for ease of interpretation. 

 

Several differences with regard to race also emerged. Caucasian participants 

were significantly more likely to have their sense of self based on both social (t(190) = 

3.99, p < .001) and nonsocial (t(190) = 2.62, p < .01) domains. Participants of different 

racial categories also showed distinct patterns of interconnectedness of self domains. 

Caucasian participants showed more domain connectedness in the appearance (t(190) = 

3.55, p < .01), social acceptance (t(189) = 2.05, p < .05), and nonsocial (t(190) = 2.85, p < .01) 

domains, as well as showing greater overall connectedness of domains (t(190) = 3.10, p < 

.01). Caucasian participants also showed higher levels of malleability in feelings about 

the self in the domain of appearance (t(190) = 3.04, p < .01) and overall malleability 

(t(190) = 2.89, p < .01). Finally, Caucasian participants reported that social acceptance was 

significantly more important to their peers than did non-Caucasian participants for the 

Contingencies of Worth measure (t(188) = -3.26, p < .01). This relationship did not occur 

in the SPP measures. Because of the substantively significant race differences in self-
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structure, race was controlled for in all analyses.  

 

Table 5: Descriptive Statistics by Race. 

 

Caucasian Non-

Caucasian 

Variable M SD M SD 

Harter Competence    

  Appearance 2.69 .82 2.81 .85 

  Social 3.05 .56 3.02 .60 

  Academic 3.04 .65 2.98 .53 

  Nonsocial 3.07 .46 3.05 .48 

     

Harter Importance    

  Appearance 2.79 .86 2.74 .91 

  Social 3.24 .62 3.23 .62 

  Academic 3.54 .63 3.59 .50 

  Nonsocial 3.29 .44 3.28 .44 

     

Contingencies of Self-worth     

  Appearance 4.78 1.22 4.83 1.26 

  Social† 4.84 .88 4.30 1.00 

  Academic 5.68 .85 5.71 .85 

  Nonsocial† 4.89 .69 4.63 .66 

    

Connectedness of Domains    

  Appearance† 1.58 .59 1.32 .43 

  Social† 1.36 .51 1.23 .33 

  Academic 1.44 .56 1.31 .39 

  Nonsocial† 1.49 .53 1.29 .36 

  Total† 1.47 .46 1.29 .30 

    

Malleability of Domains    

  Appearance† 2.03 .92 1.65 .73 

  Social 1.91 .84 1.72 .70 

  Academic 2.20 .87 2.16 .82 

  Nonsocial 1.86 .67 1.64 .59 

  Total† 1.94 .65 1.68 .54 
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Normative Importance    

  Appearance 7.08 2.20 7.05 2.22 

  Social† 7.68 1.63 6.92 1.80 

  Academic 7.15 2.12 7.42 2.03 

  Nonsocial 5.98 1.50 5.75 1.57 

    

Self Discrepancy     

  Appearance -1.32 2.03 -.58 1.59 

  Social -.44 2.02 -.27 2.09 

  Academic -.39 2.11 -.29 2.07 

  Nonsocial -.98 1.46 -1.08 1.54 

                     † significant difference between groups 

Note: Analyses were performed on transformed data. Means and standard deviations   

presented in the table are from the raw data for ease of interpretation. 

 

 

 

Primary Analyses 

Self Discrepancies and Self-esteem 

The first research area investigated the changing age differences in the 

connections between discrepancies experienced in self domains and global feelings of 

esteem. For this research area, discrepancies were measured by the Selves questionnaire, 

importance of the domain was measured by the age-appropriate Self Perception Profile 

(SPP), and global self-esteem was measured by the Rosenberg self-esteem scale (RSE; 

Rosenberg, 1969). Table 6 presents correlations between these three measures in each of 

the 4 overarching self domains examined (appearance, social, academic, and non-social). 

Regression equations examining interactions between domain discrepancy, importance 

of the domain, and age were employed to address these questions in each of the four self 

domains.  
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Table 6: Correlations for Research Area 1. 

 DAP DSO DAC DNO IAP ISO IAC INO AGE 

DAP          

DSO  .083         

DAC  .081  .135        

DNO  .136  .098  .213**       

IAP -.173* -.004  .005 -.042      

ISO -.026  .019  .010  .051  .453**     

IAC  .024  .004  .070 -.077  .249**  .210**    

INO -.060  .089  .004   .121  .258**  .354**  .335**   

Age -.176* -.172* -.104 -.090  .210**  .344**  .057  .175*  

RSE -.174* -.018 -.166* -.310**  .110 -.079  .079 -.146* .079 

Note. * = p <.05; ** = p < .01 

DAP = Discrepancy in Appearance; DSO = Discrepancy in Social Domains; DAC = Discrepancy in 

Academics; DNO = Discrepancy in Non-social Domains; IAP = Importance of Appearance; ISO = Importance 

of Social Domains; IAC = Importance of Academics; INO = Importance of Non-social Domains; RSE = 

Rosenberg Self-esteem Score 

 For the appearance-related self domain, a marginally significant three-way 

interaction between self discrepancy in appearance, importance of the appearance 

domain, and age was found (β = .15, t(183) = 1.87, p = .06). This 3-way interaction was 

probed further to investigate the nature of the interaction by splitting the group into three 

age groups and examining the 2-way interactions between discrepancy and importance of 

appearance. The graph of the interaction for the youngest participants is shown in Figure 

1, the adolescent participants are shown in Figure 2, and the college student participant 

data is shown in Figure 3. The 2-way interaction between body-related discrepancy and 

importance did not reach conventional levels of significance for any of the age groups, but 

examination of the graphs shows markedly different patterns between the youngest 
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participants and the older two groups of participants. For the youngest participants, 

importance of the appearance domain seems to play a larger role in global self-esteem for 

those with higher levels of discrepancy between ideal and actual appearance-related 

descriptors, while no such relationship seemed to exist for either of the older groups. For 

the child and adolescent groups no main effects emerged. For the college-aged 

participants, there was a significant effect of discrepancy (β = -.27, t(96) = -2.38, p < .05), 

such that higher levels of discrepancy were associated with lower levels of overall self-

esteem.  
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD. 

Figure 1: Two-way Interaction in Appearance Domain between Self Discrepancy and 

Importance on Self-esteem for Children. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD. 

Figure 2: Two-way Interaction in Appearance Domain between Self Discrepancy and 

Importance on Self-esteem for Adolescents. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD. 

Figure 3: Two-way Interaction in Appearance Domain between Self Discrepancy and 

Importance on Self-esteem for College Students. 

  

 For the social acceptance domain, a marginally significant three-way interaction 

between self discrepancy in social acceptance, importance of social acceptance to the self, 

and age was found (β = .17, t(183) = 1.86, p = .06). Although this analysis did not reach 

conventional levels of significance, follow-up analyses were performed to investigate this 

interaction. Figure 4 shows the 2-way interaction for children, Figure 5 shows the 

interaction for adolescents, and Figure 6 shows the interaction for college students. The 

two-way interaction between social acceptance-related discrepancy and importance did 

not reach conventional levels of significance for any of the age groups, but examination of 

the graphs shows markedly different patterns between the age groups. For children, 
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importance of social acceptance to self-esteem shows no relationship to overall self-esteem 

at low levels of discrepancy, but is associated with self-esteem when these discrepancies 

are high such that having higher importance placed on social acceptance is associated with 

better levels of self-esteem. For both adolescent and college students, placing lower 

importance on social acceptance was related to higher self-esteem. This effect reached a 

marginal level of significance in the college students (β = -.19, t(95) = -1.88, p = .06). 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD. 

 

Figure 4: Two-way Interaction in Social Acceptance Domain between Self Discrepancy 

and Importance on Self-esteem for Children. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD. 

Figure 5: Two-way Interaction in Social Acceptance Domain between Self Discrepancy 

and Importance on Self-esteem for Adolescents.
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD. 

 

Figure 6: Two-way Interaction in Social Acceptance Domain between Self Discrepancy 

and Importance on Self-esteem for College Students.  

   

 In the academic and non-social domains, main effects of self-discrepancy were 

found (academic: β = -.15, t(183) = -2.04, p < .05; non-social: β = -.28, t(183) = -3.89, p < .001). 

The greater the discrepancy between how individuals felt they actually are and how they 

would ideally like to be, the lower the level of overall self-esteem. No other main or 

interaction effects emerged. 

Connectedness and Importance of Self Domains 

 The second research area investigated two hypotheses related to the associations 

between the connectedness of self domains within the self-structure and the importance of 
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domain to the self. Table 7 shows the correlations between the constructs in this research 

area. The first hypothesis in this area suggested that as individuals age, domain-specific self 

discrepancies are associated with greater domain-specific connectedness. Self-discrepancies 

were measured using the Selves Questionnaire, importance of domain was measured using 

the age-appropriate SPP, and domain connectedness was measured using the domain 

specific vignette(s). Domain specific connectedness was measured as the extent to which 

domains other than that targeted in the vignette changed in response to a challenge in the 

targeted domain. For example, in the appearance-related vignette, connectedness was 

measured as the change in all other self domains in response to the negative appearance-

related event depicted. 
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Table 7: Correlations for Research Area 2. 

 DAP DSO DAC DNO IAP ISO IAC INO CAP CSO CAC CNO 

             

DSO  .083             

DAC  .081  .135           

DNO  .136  .098  .213**          

IAP -.172* -.004  .005 -.042         

ISO -.026   .019   .010  .051  .453***        

IAC  .013  .004  .070 -.077  .249***  .210**       

INO -.060  .089  .004  .121  .258***  .354***  .335***      

CAP  .263***  .011  .080  .175* -.334*** -.056 -.129 -.036     

CSO  .116  .133  .091  .135 -.195** -.034 -.147*  .079 .643***    

CAC  .081 -.017  .120  .191** -.078  .206** -.017  .031 .624*** .485***   

CNO  .102  .041  .063  .141 -.188*  .013 -.124  .146* .690*** .698*** .644***  

Age -.176* -.172* -.104 -.090  .210**  .344***  .057  .175* .148* .017 .242**  .199** 

Note. *p <.05; **p < .01; ***p<.001 

 DAP = Discrepancy in Appearance; DSO = Discrepancy in Social Domains; DAC = Discrepancy in Academics; DNO = Discrepancy in Non-social   

Domains; IAP = Importance of Appearance; ISO = Importance of Social Domains; IAC = Importance of Academics; INO = Importance of Non-social 

Domains; CAP = Connectedness of Appearance Domain; CSO = Connectedness of Social Domain; CAC = Connectedness of Academic Domain; CNO = 

Connectedness of Non-Social Domains 
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 In the appearance-related domain, significant main effects of age, discrepancy, and 

importance emerged. Older participants showed higher levels of connectedness in the 

appearance domain than did younger participants (β = .24, t(182) = 3.46, p < .001). 

Additionally, as importance of the appearance domain increased, connectedness of 

appearance decreased (β = -.35, t(182) = -5.12, p < .001). Finally, as discrepancy between an 

individual’s ideal and actual appearance increased, connectedness of appearance increased 

(β = .20, t(182) = 2.94, p < .01). No other main or interaction effects emerged. 

 For the academic domain, there was a significant interaction between academic-

related discrepancy and age (β = .18, t(182) = 2.48, p < .05). Further investigation of this 

interaction effect revealed that for college-aged students, higher levels of discrepancy were 

related to higher connectedness of the academic domain. For adolescents there was no effect 

of discrepancy on connectedness. For younger participants, higher levels of discrepancy 

were related to lower connectedness of the academic domain. Figure 7 shows this 

interaction. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD for discrepancy and +1/0/-1 SD for Age. 

 

Figure 7: Two-Way Interaction between Academic Discrepancy and Age on Academic 

Domain Connectedness. 

 

 For the non-social domains, several main effects were noted. Older participants and 

those who had greater discrepancies between their ideal and actual non-social selves 

showed higher levels of connectedness in the nonsocial domain (for age: β = .16, t(182) = 2.19, 

p < .05; for discrepancy: β = .14, t(182) = 1.96, p = .05). No other main or interaction effects 

emerged in the nonsocial domains. No significant main or interaction effects emerged in the 

social acceptance domain. 

 The second hypothesis within this research area stated that as individuals age, the 

domains they consider to be important would show stronger connections to other domains 

than would areas that were not considered as important. Domain importance was measured 
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on the age-appropriate SPP and connectedness was measured in the same manner as the 

previous hypothesis. In the appearance domain, although no interaction effect emerged, 

there were significant main effects for both age and importance of the appearance 

dimension. Older participants showed greater levels of connectedness in appearance (β = 

.20, t(183) = 2.80, p < .01), and as individuals’ ratings of the importance of appearance 

increased, scores on connectedness decreased (β = -.37, t(183) = -5.38, p < .001). In both the 

academic and non-social domains, age had a similar effect. As the age of the participant 

increased, their levels of domain-related connectedness also increased (academic: β = .23, 

t(183) = 3.08, p < .01; non-social: β = .14, t(183) = 1.94, p = .05). No significant main or 

interaction effects emerged for the social domain. 

 When exploring these same relationships to total, rather than domain-specific, 

connectedness, similar patterns emerged. Both age and the importance placed on physical 

appearance were significantly related to total connectedness of self domains. Older 

participants and those who placed less importance on physical appearance showed higher 

levels of connectedness of self domains (for age: β = .24, t(183) = 3.40, p <.01; for importance: 

β = -.29, t(183) = -4.03, p < .001). For social, academic, and non-social domains, main effects of 

age were found such that older participants had higher levels of connectedness of self 

domains (social: β = .18, t(183) = 2.32, p < .05; academic: β = .18, t(183) = 2.53, p < .05; non-

social: β = .17, t(183) = 2.31, p < .05) 
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Connectedness of Domains and Malleability of Self-worth 

 The next area investigated the canalization of connections between self components. 

Specifically, this section examined whether greater connectedness in areas of individual 

importance would be associated with greater overall malleability of self-worth when these 

important areas were threatened. Connectedness was measured by the vignette measure, 

and was scored as the average change in non-targeted areas of self-worth in response to a 

threat in a target area. Importance of the domain to the self was measured with the age-

appropriate SPP. Malleability of self-worth was measured as the change in the targeted 

domain for each specific type of vignette. For example, in the two vignettes related to 

appearance, malleability of self-worth for the appearance domain was obtained by 

averaging the scores of how much feelings about the individual’s appearance would change 

in response to the challenge presented. In addition, an overall malleability of worth score 

was calculated by averaging the domain-specific malleability scores for each of the four 

overarching domains. Table 8 shows the correlations for the variables of interest in this 

research area. 
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Table 8: Correlations for Research Area 3. 

 

 IAP ISO IAC INO CAP CSO CAC CNO MAP MSO MAC MNO MTO 

IAP              

ISO  .453***             

IAC  .249***  .210**            

INO  .258***  .354***  .335***           

CAP  .334***  .056  .129  .036          

CSO  .195***  .034  .147* -.079  .643***         

CAC  .078 -.206**  .017 -.031  .624***  .485***        

CNO  .188**  .013  .124 -.146*  .690***  .698***  .644***       

MAP -.408*** -.116 -.153* -.092  .884*** -.497*** -.458*** -.528***       

MSO -.290*** -.133 -.083  .013 -.547*** -.713*** -.383*** -.535  .593***     

MAC -.139  .060 -.132 -.032 -.372*** -.284*** -.561*** -.381***  .413***  .352***    

MNO -.243** -.088  .023  .116 -.389*** -.446*** -.297*** -.413***  .474***  .620***  .339***   

MTO -.284*** -.006 -.140 -.003 -.742*** -.668*** -.620*** -.711***  .791***  .827***  .587***  .645***  

Age  .210**  .344***  .057  .175* -.148* -.017 -.242** -.199**  .006  -.131 -.110 -.168**  .078 

Note. *p <.05; **p < .01; ***p<.001 

 IAP = Importance of Appearance; ISO = Importance of Social Domains; IAC = Importance of Academics; INO = Importance of Non-social Domains; CAP = 

Connectedness of Appearance Domain; CSO = Connectedness of Social Domain; CAC = Connectedness of Academic Domain; CNO = Connectedness of 

Non-Social Domains; MAP = Malleability of Appearance Domain; MSO = Malleability of Social Domain; MAC = Malleability of Academic Domain; MNO 

= Malleability of Non-Social Domains; MTO = Total Malleability 
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 In the appearance domain, main effects for connectedness of appearance (β = -.81, 

t(183) = -18.494, p < .001), importance of appearance (β = -.12, t(183) = -2.76, p < .01), and age 

(β = -.08, t(183) = -1.97, p = .05), on the malleability of appearance-related self-worth were 

found. As the connectedness or importance of the appearance domain increased, 

malleability of the appearance domain decreased. Older participants showed lower 

malleability of the appearance domain than did younger participants. In regards to total 

malleability of worth, only a main effect of connectedness was found such that as 

connectedness of appearance components increased, malleability of self-worth decreased (β 

= -.72, t(183) = -12.76, p < .001). 

 In the social domain, there was a main effect of both connectedness of social 

components and age for domain-specific malleability. Greater connectedness was associated 

with decreased malleability (β = -.70, t(183) = -13.38, p < .001), and older participants showed 

lower levels of malleability of social acceptance related self-worth in response to challenges 

in this domain (β = -.13, t(183) = -2.26, p < .05). With regards to total malleability of worth, an 

interaction between importance and age emerged. For the older participants, importance of 

the domain was positively associated with overall malleability of worth; that is, older 

participants had greater malleability of worth the more importance they placed on the social 

domain. No relationship between importance of the social domain and malleability was 

found for adolescents. For the younger participants, there was a negative relationship 

between importance and malleability of worth. As importance placed on social acceptance 
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increased, malleability of worth decreased. Figure 9 shows this effect. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD for Importance and +1/0/-1 SD for Age. 

 

Figure 8: Two-Way Interaction Between Importance of Social Domains and Age on Total 

Malleability of Worth. 

 

 Within the academic domain, results for both academic malleability and overall 

malleability were similar. There were main effects of both connectedness and importance 

such that higher levels of connectedness or importance were associated with lower 

malleability (malleability of academic worth: [connectedness: β = -.63, t(183) = -10.44, p < .001; 

importance: β = -.11, t(183) = -1.86, p = .07], overall malleability: connectedness: β = -.63, t(183) 

= -10.65, p < .001; importance: β = -.13, t(183) = -2.12, p < .05]). There was an additional main 

effect of age on academic malleability (β = -.24, t(183) = -4.00, p < .001), such that older 

participants reported lower levels of academic malleability. 
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 In the non-social domains, a different pattern emerged. Within this domain, there 

was a significant interaction effect between the connectedness of non-social domains and 

age with regards to domain-specific malleability (β = .44, t(179) = 7.13, p < .001). Further 

analysis of this interaction revealed that for college students there was a positive 

relationship between domain connectedness and malleability; that is, as connectedness 

increased, so too did malleability. College students also showed the lowest levels of 

malleability. For adolescents, no clear pattern emerged. For children, there was a negative 

relationship between connectedness and malleability such that as connectedness of non-

social domains increased, malleability decreased. This interaction is shown in Figure 9. 

There was a similar significant interaction effect between these variables and overall 

malleability (β = -.18, t(183) = 3.40, p < .01). 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD for connectedness and +1/0/-1 SD for 
age. 
 

Figure 9: Two-Way Interaction between Connectedness of Non-Social Domains and Age 

on Malleability of Domain-Specific Worth. 
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 Also within the non-social domains, there was a significant interaction between 

importance and age in regards to domain-specific malleability. For college participants, 

there was a positive relationship between importance of non-social domains and 

malleability of worth; that is the more non-social domains were considered to be important, 

the greater the malleability of domain-specific worth. For adolescents, no discernible pattern 

emerged. For younger participants, however, there was a negative relationship between 

importance and malleability such that as importance increased, domain-specific malleability 

decreased. This interaction is shown in Figure 10. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD for importance and +1/0/-1 SD for age. 

 

Figure 10: Two-Way Interaction Between Importance of Non-social Domains and Age on 

Malleability of Domain-Specific Worth. 
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Content of Self-Concept 

 The next research area concerned the developmental changes in content of the self-

concept. Table 9 shows the correlations between variables of interest within this section.  

 

Table 9: Correlations for Research Area 4. 

 NAP NSO NAC NNO IAP ISO IAC INO 

NAP         

NSO  .489***        

NAC -.072 -.079       

NNO -.167*  .002  .260***      

IAP  .298***  .097 -.035 -.083     

ISO  .107  .114  .137 -.077 .453***    

IAC  .189*  .015  .040  .021 .249** .210**   

INO  .111  .012  .198**  .109 .258*** .354*** .335***  

Age  .233** -.146*  .010 -.341*** .210** .344*** .057 .175* 

Note. *p <.05; **p < .01; ***p<.001 

NAP = Normative Importance of Appearance; NSO = Normative Importance of Social Domains; NAC = 

Normative Importance of Academics; NNO = Normative Importance of Non-Social Domains; IAP = Importance 

of Appearance Domain; ISO = Importance of Social Domain; IAC = Importance of Academic Domain; INO = 

Importance of Non-Social Domains 

 

Within this area, there were two hypotheses. The first hypothesis posited that the connection 

between the particular domains of importance to an individual and those that they perceive 

to be important to their peers would decrease developmentally. Perceived normative 

importance was assessed through the Normative Importance Scale created for this project, 

while importance to the self was again assessed using the age-appropriate SPP.  

 Within the appearance domain, there was a main effect of both normative 
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importance and age (normative importance: (β = -.25, t(182) = -3.60, p < .001; age: β = .15, 

t(182) = 2.08, p < .05). Older participants and those who perceived appearance was more 

important to their peers showed higher levels of importance placed on their own physical 

appearance.  In the non-social domains, these main effect were mirrored (normative 

importance: β = .19, t(184) =-2 .51, p < .05; age: β = .25, t(184) = 3.21, p < .01). No main or 

interaction effects were significant for the academic domain. 

 In the social domain, there was a significant interaction between perceived 

normative importance of social acceptance and age (β = .15, t(183) = -2.05, p < .05). For older 

participants, there was a positive relationship between normative importance and 

importance to the self; that is, the more important social acceptance was perceived to be to 

peers, the higher it was to the self as well. For adolescents, no clear pattern emerged. For 

younger participants, there was a negative relationship between perceived peer importance 

and importance to self such that the more the participant perceived social acceptance to be 

to other peers, the less it was considered important to the self. Figure 11 shows this effect. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD for importance and +1/0/-1 SD for age. 

 

Figure 11: Two-Way Interaction Between Normative Importance of Social Acceptance and 

Age on Importance of Social Acceptance to Self. 

 

 

 A secondary hypothesis in this area posited that connections between the physical 

appearance domain and overall self-worth were expected to be evident earlier in 

development for girls than for boys. The appearance domain was measured using the 

competence and appearance scales from the age-appropriate SPP. Overall self-worth was 

measured with the RSE. While there were no significant gender-related effects, there was a 

marginally significant interaction effect of physical appearance-related competence and age 

(β = .13, t(188) = 1.91, p = .06; See Figure 12). For college aged and adolescent participants, 

physical appearance competence was positively related to overall self-esteem; that is, the 

better participants felt about their physical appearance, the better they felt about themselves 
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overall. No clear relationship emerged for the younger participants. No gender-related 

effects were found. 
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Note: Variables were plotted using representative values of +/- 1 SD for importance and +1/0/-1 SD for age. 

 

Figure 12: Two-Way Interaction between Physical Appearance Competence and Age on 

Self-esteem. 

 

Additional Developmental Questions 

 The final research area investigated the variability in connectedness scores between 

age groups. For this analysis, comparison of variability in total connectedness scores was 

assessed by two independent methods. The first method involved examining the plot of the 

residuals in predicting total connectedness scores from age of the participant to assess 

heteroscedasticity. Heteroscedasticity refers to the condition in which the variability of the 

residual scores (the difference between Ypredicted and Yactual ) changes as a function of the 

independent variable. The plot for this hypothesis was thus created using age as the 
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independent variable and the residual score for connectedness as the dependent variable. 

The scatter plot is shown in Figure 13 and a histogram showing the distribution of the 

residuals is shown in Figure 14. Initial examination of the scatter plot and histogram reveal 

that the residuals are approximately evenly distributed, with a slight skew toward the 

higher magnitude of variance.  

 For the second test of this hypothesis, Levene’s test for Homogeneity of Variances 

was employed to provide a quantitative test for this hypothesis. The quantitative test of 

equality of variances was not significant, suggesting that the variances in total complexity 

scores were not significantly different according to age group (F(2, 189) = 2.10, p = .125). Despite 

the slightly skewed nature of the histogram, this hypothesis was unsupported. 
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Figure 13: Scatter plot of Residuals for Total Connectedness of Self Domains.
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Figure 14: Histogram of Residuals for Total Connectedness of Self 

Domains. 
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DISCUSSION 

 The current dissertation project was an investigation into a novel theory connecting 

social psychological and developmental literatures on the self. While both of these 

literatures offer rich and complex portraits of different facets of the self, they have yet to be 

integrated into theories of the self that describe self-related phenomena as well as how the 

phenomena originate. The current project specifically proposed a developmental theory on 

the origins of structural aspects of the self by applying several social psychological theories 

on self phenomena. In addition, the current project investigated how these developmental 

processes may show domain-specific properties as well, as socialization literatures suggest 

that some domains such as appearance are more heavily socialized than other domains. 

  Descriptive analyses of the data provided evidence for gender differences in self-

worth that have been found elsewhere in the literature. Females reported that they were 

more socially skillful than males and considered physical appearance and social acceptance 

more important to their feelings of worth than did male participants. This finding resonates 

with developmental work on the self that suggests that girls are socialized to view 

interpersonal connection as an important source of information about the self (see Leaper, 

2002; Zahn-Waxler, Crick, Shirtcliff, & Woods, 2006), as well as reaffirms the robust finding 

that females are more concerned with their physical appearance, especially body image, 

throughout the lifespan than are males (Pliner et al., 1990). In addition, males reported that 

they felt more academically competent than did female participants. This also echoes self-
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esteem literature that suggests that males have higher confidence in their academic abilities, 

regardless of actual performance (Mendez, Mihalas, & Hardesty, 2006). No gender 

differences in self-structural variables were expected, and none were found, suggesting that 

properties of the self are similar across gender and allowing for a cross-gender analysis of 

the self-related developmental phenomena proposed in this paper. 

 In addition, these preliminary analyses also suggested some unexpected race 

differences in self-content and structure. Because of the relatively small number of 

individuals within each of the measured race categories, race was dichotomized into 

Caucasian and non-Caucasian categories to allow for more valid comparisons. Caucasian 

participants reported that social domains were more important to them and were more 

important to their peers than did non-Caucasian participants. In addition, Caucasian 

participants reported more domain connectedness in all domains except for academics. The 

lack of findings in the academic domain is reasonable as all participants are involved in the 

same academically rigorous curricula that may require similar strategies and emphasis on 

the academic components of self-worth. However, different cultural values may play a role 

in the socialization of other domains of self as they were found to have distinct differences 

between race groups. In addition, Caucasian participants showed higher levels of domain 

connectedness and malleability of worth in the domain of appearance, suggesting that 

appearance may play a different role in the self-concept of Caucasian and non-Caucasian 

participants. These racial differences suggest interesting future areas of study to investigate 
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race-related differences in socialization of self domains. 

 The first substantive research area to the current project investigated how challenges 

to self-worth in the form of actual-ideal discrepancies may relate to self-esteem 

developmentally. Within this research area, results suggested that there were 

developmental differences in the ways that discrepancies relate to self-esteem. For the 

youngest participants, experiencing discrepancies within the appearance-domain was 

harmful to self-esteem only when appearance was considered important to the self. For the 

oldest participants, experiencing greater discrepancies between the actual and ideal physical 

self was harmful to self-esteem regardless of how important appearance was to the 

individual. The differences in how appearance-related discrepancies influence self-esteem 

may reflect the steady socialization of appearance concerns such that when individuals are 

younger, appearance only plays a significant role in their sense of worth if they have been 

uniquely strongly socialized into the appearance-culture. However, by the time participants 

have become college students, they have become embroiled in the appearance-laden culture 

and regardless of how they individually feel about how important appearance is to them it 

impacts their sense of self when they feel they are not meeting ideal standards of 

attractiveness.  

 Within the social domain, this relationship was similar. For the younger participants, 

experiencing discrepancies between their ideal and actual social selves was problematic in 

those that considered social acceptance to be important. For the older participants, placing a 
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lower value on social acceptance was associated with higher self-esteem regardless of how 

discrepant they felt from their social ideal. This age-related interaction suggests that social 

acceptance is a more individualized domain in younger participants while for older 

participants it has become more of a universal marker of worth. Being discrepant from the 

ideal for children depends then on the individual importance placed on social acceptance 

while for older participants the effect is independent of the individual rating of importance. 

In combination with the appearance results, this suggests that both of these domains begin 

as more individualized self aspects but they become more commonly held standards of 

worth as individuals approach adulthood. While children may escape some of the 

importance placed on these two domains, by the time they are adults they are likely to have 

been socialized into the appearance and social-acceptance driven culture. 

 In the academic and non-social domains, feeling more discrepant from the ideal of 

that domain was related to lower self-esteem. These main effects were as expected, as 

feeling worse about oneself in specific areas is related to feeling worse about oneself overall. 

There were no effects of age or importance on self-esteem. This pattern suggests that these 

domains are significant to self-esteem throughout the developmental time course and that 

feeling discrepant from one’s ideal in these areas is harmful to self-esteem. 

 The second research area investigated how these same discrepancies may relate to 

structural aspects of the self, namely how interconnected self domains were with other 

domains in the self network structure. For both appearance and non-social domains, older 
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participants showed higher levels of domain specific connectedness, and individuals who 

experienced higher domain-related discrepancies showed greater domain connectedness.  

These results suggest that connections increase throughout development, and that these 

connections are likely to be related to how an individual feels they ‘measure up’ to their 

ideal in those domains. Although the interaction effects were not significant for these 

domains, these main effects are consistent with the proposed theory. As individuals proceed 

through their lives, more connections are made between self domains, possibly in response 

to threat within those domains. In addition, feeling discrepant in these self areas is 

associated with greater connectedness as well, which is consistent with the idea that 

connections may be formed relating to how positively one feels about themselves. While 

feelings of discrepancy would otherwise be associated with a general lowering of mood and 

esteem, these connections may provide a buffer to these declines in feelings of self-worth. By 

increasing the number of connections between the threatened domains and other more 

situationally stable domains, the impact of the threat may be diluted.  

 In the academic domain, different patterns emerged depending on age of the 

participants. In college-aged students, higher levels of discrepancy in academics were 

related to higher connectedness of that domain while in younger participants, the opposite 

was true. This result fits within the developmental framework posited in this project. 

Younger participants are just beginning to experience feelings of discrepancy as significant 

in their self-concepts, and as such may not have yet formed strategies to deal with the 
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resultant challenges to self-esteem (Ruble & Frey, 1987). Thus, connecting self domains may 

not yet have been employed as a strategy to protect esteem. High discrepancy may reflect 

either feeling poorly about the self in that domain or having high standards in that area, and 

in this select group of children, it seems likely that the latter is more universally true given 

the academically focused setting from which participants were drawn. This high 

discrepancy may then reflect high standards in academics, and this may be a domain that is 

held separately at this young as age participants consider academics to be very important 

but have not yet had their self-worth in these domains highly challenged. Therefore, the 

domain would be expected to be independently construed. Older participants, however, 

have faced many challenges to their self-esteem in all domains, including academics. As a 

strategy to combat these stresses, they may have formed connections between the academic 

portion of their sense of worth and other self areas as hypothesized in the overall proposed 

theory. 

 The next area examined the relationship between importance of domains and their 

level of connectedness with other domains. In this area, connectedness of domains was 

mostly unrelated to importance of that domain to the individual. The exception to this was 

the appearance domain, in which importance was negatively related to connectedness. 

Participants who considered appearance to be important to them showed decreased levels 

of appearance-related connectedness and total connectedness. This result was contrary to 

the proposed hypothesis, however, it may provide support for the idea that appearance is a 
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distinctly socialized domain and has a unique role in self development. It may be that 

because appearance is so consistently and strongly socialized, strategies to protect self-

esteem that exist in other domains do not work with appearance. When appearance is 

threatened, connecting it to other domains is not a strategy which works to maintain self-

esteem and as such is not employed in situations where appearance is threatened in the 

future. In this way, appearance may become separate and highly affectively charged, using 

many cognitive resources for self-esteem purposes. For example, in the body image 

literature, studies have found that focusing on one’s body results in decreased cognitive 

capacity to perform other tasks (Fredrickson, Roberts, Noll, Quinn, & Twenge, 1998; 

Gapinski, Brownell, & LaFrance, 2003; Quinn, Kallen, Twenge, & Fredrickson, 2006). 

Researchers have found this effect in laboratory settings with very short term exposure. A 

lifetime of having these experiences in our appearance-laden culture could have strong 

effects on self development.  

 The next area examined connections between self components and malleability of 

feelings about the self in different domains. In all domains, greater connectedness was 

related to decreased malleability of worth. This makes sense in line with research on the 

links between multiple roles and mental health such that having more areas from which to 

draw upon in times of challenge provides a buffering to how much feelings about oneself 

change in response to the challenge (Coleman & Antonucci, 1983; Kessler & McRae, 1982). 

Older participants also showed decreased malleability of the self in response to domain-
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specific challenges. This suggests that as individuals experience more challenges to the self 

and more difficult situations, they find ways to prevent their sense of self from facing a 

constantly changing sense of worth, such as by making connections between self 

components that are being threatened and those that are not currently being threatened.  

 Importance of the domain was also related to how much being challenged in that 

domain affected overall worth. For appearance and academics, the more important the 

domain, the less malleable it was in response to a challenge. Though this finding may at first 

seem counter-intuitive, it suggests that individuals find ways to protect important areas of 

self that may result in those areas becoming more difficult to change by any one situation. 

These important areas of the self may need to become more stable as a strategy to deal with 

considering them very central to self.  

 Within the social domain, a different pattern of results emerged. Older participants 

showed greater malleability when they thought social acceptance was more important to 

themselves while younger participants showed the opposite relationship. Similar 

relationships emerged within the non-social domain. Within this domain, two significant 

two-way interactions were found, the first between age and connectedness and the second 

between age and importance. College students showed a positive relationship between 

domain connectedness and malleability and importance and malleability while children 

showed a negative relationship. This may be due to developmental differences in the way 

self-esteem has thus far been formed. For children in middle childhood, self-esteem is 
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typically very positive and is not tied to comparisons with others or even actual experience 

within domains; they cannot always distinguish between who they are and who they want 

to be (Eccles, Wigfield, Harold, & Blumenfeld, 1993; Ruble & Frey, 1987). Therefore, their 

self-structure may not yet have been subjected to many challenges, and important domains 

are held as independent markers that do not change widely in response to any situation. For 

college students, however, these important domains are those that might be most affectively 

charged, resulting in greater inferences of malleability when they are threatened.  

 The next research area investigated developmental changes in the content of self-

concept. The first hypothesized relationship in this area was that domains that are perceived 

to be important to others will also be those that are important to the self in younger children 

but this relationship would not be as strong in older participants. For the appearance and 

non-social domains, this hypothesis was unsupported. Participants who thought these 

domains were important to others also held them as important to themselves regardless of 

the age of the participant. These results suggest that peer influence and collective norms are 

strong in appearance and nonsocial domains throughout development. 

 In the social acceptance domain, an interaction emerged. Older participants 

considered social acceptance to be important to them if it was important to their peers. 

Younger participants, in contrast, considered social acceptance to be less important to them 

while they considered it to be more important to others. Although these results are counter-

intuitive for younger participants, it may suggest that social acceptance is qualitatively 
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different for children than for older participants. Since the role of peers in forming the self 

differs developmentally, this may reflect an unexpected difference that merits future 

investigation. 

 In this research area, gender differences in the appearance domain were also 

investigated. Because girls are socialized with stronger appearance-related messages, it was 

anticipated that appearance would be tied to feelings of worth earlier in girls than in boys. 

While no gender-related effects were found, an interesting developmental pattern emerged. 

Younger participants showed no clear connections between appearance-related feelings and 

overall self-esteem. Older participants, however, had higher overall self-esteem when they 

felt more positively about their physical appearance. This interesting relationship suggests 

that appearance has not yet become as important to our middle school-aged participants. 

Appearance concerns have been found in other literatures to be significant to self-esteem in 

children as young as age 5, but this is not yet a normative experience. Instead, throughout 

elementary school these concerns become increasingly normative (Davison, Markey, & 

Birch, 2000; Hill, Draper, & Stack, 1994; Smolak, 2002). In the youngest children in the 

current project, appearance concerns appear not to have become normative contributors to 

overall worth. 

 The final research area of the current project investigated whether the variability in 

self connectedness would differ developmentally. This hypothesis was drawn from 

literature that suggests that increases in differentiation of the self are hallmarks of self 
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development (Evans & Seaman, 2000; Mullener & Laird, 1971). Thus with development and 

the increasing number of diverse experiences in individual’s lives, it was expected that self-

structures would become increasingly different from one another. This hypothesis was 

unsupported. Children’s self-structures appear to be just as diverse as college student’s self-

structures. Individuals vary widely from each other in various areas; this diversity of self is 

independent of developmental stage. Even though younger participants have fewer years of 

experience behind them, they have already experienced a multitude of unique experiences 

that contribute to how they see themselves.  

 The whole of these results suggests that there are important developmental changes 

in self-structure and self-worth dimensions. Though results of the current analysis did not 

fully confirm the proposed theory, several interesting relationships emerged that merit 

further inquiry. First, it was found that domain connections increase with development. 

Although this is similar to the self-concept theories that contend that individual’s self-

concepts increase in differentiation and complexity with development (i.e., Bernstein, 1980; 

Cole, Maxwell, & Martin, 1997; Evans, 1993; Harter, 1999; Linville, 1987; Mullener & Laird, 

1971), it adds an important component to the literature in that it helps to combine the 

developmental findings with social psychological theories on the associative network idea 

of self-structure. This integration of literatures helps add depth to both the developmental 

and social psychological understanding of self and begins to bridge the theoretical gap 

between the self-concept relevant paradigms of each sub-discipline. 
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 Secondly, in line with the proposed theory, discrepancies in self domains are related 

to how connected that domain is within the self-structure. The more discrepancy an 

individual feels between themselves and their ideal, the more connected that domain is with 

other self domains. Though no formal causal paths can be drawn because of the cross-

sectional nature of the study, this finding is in line with the developmental theory proposed 

within this paper which suggests that connections between self components are formed as 

ways to combat challenges to self-worth in different domains. 

 A third important finding within the current project is that the malleability of self-

worth is negatively associated with domain connectedness. This finding was unexpected, 

but upon further reflection has important implications for understanding self development. 

Domain connectedness, rather than being a negative quality, may be a way of stabilizing 

one’s sense of self. Linville (1987) proposed that connectedness was one of two components 

of self-complexity, and in her theory, she considered connectedness to be partly indicative of 

a simple self-structure. The findings of the current study could be seen as contrary to 

Linville’s assertions, in that connectedness was related to stability of worth. However, 

caution must be used when judging this assertion, as Linville clearly reiterates that it is both 

the number and connectedness of self domains that is significant. Along these same lines, 

stability of the self was found to be stronger in older participants. A developmental process 

by which domains are connected within the self-structure in ways that allow the individual 

to maintain a steady sense of self and protect their sense of worth may be supported by 
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taking these two findings in concert. In this vein, it may be conjectured that when domains 

of self are highly connected, the individual is not only vulnerable to the “spread” of negative 

inputs from one domain to another, but it is also the case that individuals should find easier 

access to the positive features of connected domains when one of the constituent domains is 

threatened. In essence, it might be proposed that with the positive development of a well 

integrated self-system, self perceived attributes become “compensatorily substitutable.” 

Indeed, such compensatory linkages are likely to facilitate self-protective processes such as 

common self-serving biases. Thus, for example, following a failure in the academic domain, 

an individual could employ a positive view of one’s social sensitivity as an explanation (“I 

spent time helping a distressed friend instead of studying”), that wards off an ability 

attribution. This would be ever so much easier to accomplish for individuals who link social 

sensitivity to academic ability in a connected network.  

 A fourth important outcome of  this project is that level of importance of a domain to 

the self did not play as strong a role in self-structure and worth as expected. This is contrary 

to the developmental model proposed by Harter (1999). Other self theorists have argued 

that importance of the domain does not play an important role in the prediction of self-

worth (Marsh, 1993). Although the findings of the current study seem to support this second 

assertion, caution should be used when interpreting the current results. The four domains 

examined in the current analyses were selected as being consistently important across all of 

the age groups, and as such, are clearly central domains to self of most individuals. 
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Examining different, and more individualized, domains may show a different pattern. Since 

the current analysis stressed the developmental lens, these four categories of domains were 

needed to make developmental comparisons. Future work concentrating on specific 

domains that may be both more individualized and consistent across development would 

help to clarify this issue. 

 Finally, this research suggests that there are interesting domain-specific facets of 

development, especially in the appearance domain. In the development of appearance 

concerns, a progression from appearance being a individualized domain to it becoming a 

more universal marker of worth may be seen in the current project. In children, self-esteem 

is affected most by appearance if appearance is considered to be important to the self, while 

for the older participants, appearance is a marker of worth no matter how individually 

important it is. This may have important implications for interventions targeting appearance 

concerns. Rather than focusing on changing appearance-related concerns at older ages, 

perhaps early interventions with pre-adolescent children should be employed. The younger 

participants in these programs may be the most amenable to changing their views on their 

physical appearance and thus the prevention of problem behaviors may be more effectively 

dealt with in younger age groups. Though it would be too strong a claim to make that this 

would allow children to completely resist the universality of appearance concerns, given the 

multiple and consistent socialization of appearance beliefs, it may allow children to question 

the many socialization messages and create more of an individualized nature to appearance 
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concerns. 

 Appearance is also the only self domain in which the importance of the domain is 

related to the level of connectedness within the self-structure. The more important 

appearance is, the less connected the appearance domain is with other self areas. This 

unique facet of appearance-related beliefs may reflect the uniquely strong socialization 

influences individuals feel in the realm of appearance. This lack of connectedness of 

appearance for those who rate it as important might suggest that for them, it is less open to 

“shoring up” by reference to positive aspects of the self in other domains. In short, if such an 

individual suffers an insult in the appearance domain, it may not be fluidly “repaired” by 

accessing one’s positive view of their intellectual prowess. Finally, peer influence on 

individual beliefs about appearance appears to be strong throughout the developmental 

time course. If individuals perceive appearance is important to their peers, they also feel it 

is important to them.  

 Numerous lines of research provide rationales for why appearance might be so 

strongly socialized. Firstly, appearance is a unique component of the self in that it is an 

inherently social characteristic. Some possible self components are completely independent 

in nature, such as spirituality, while others may appear to be more social in nature such as 

social skill, which inherently involves participation of others, and academic competence, 

which involves standards of others. However, an important distinction between these 

components and the appearance component is that appearance as a trait is always on 
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display whereas each of the other components may be hidden or revealed as the individual 

desires. An individual can choose whether to interact with others or to share academic and 

intellectual interests or can choose to hide these parts of the self when the situation is not 

comfortable or if she feels insecure. However, she cannot choose to look completely 

differently according to situation. Appearance is a social construct and occupies an 

important part of social exchange as a representation of the self.  

Standards for appearance, especially for women, are also more stringent than are 

standards in other domains. Social trends in westernized countries have shown that ideal 

versions of appearance are becoming increasingly important and more unattainable to most 

women throughout the past century. Women are continually reinforced that this is one 

standard that they should strive to meet at all costs. In support of this, from 1959-1991, the 

number of articles about diet and exercise in popular women’s magazines and the number 

of commercials about diet products on television have increased dramatically (Garner, 

Garfinkel, Schwartz, & Thompson, 1980; Wiseman, Gray, Mosimann, & Ahrens, 1992; 

Wiseman, Gunning, & Gray, 1993). However, this stress on attaining ideal physiques is 

becoming increasingly true for men as well (Frederick, Fessler, & Haselton, 2005; Leit, Pope, 

& Gray, 2000).  Unfortunately as the importance of appearance has risen in our society, so 

too has the unattainable nature of the beauty ideal. Research has tracked ideal images of 

women and men and found that they are becoming more extreme and distinct from the 

average population (Farquhar, & Wasylkiw, 2007; Garner et al., 1980; Mazur, 1986; Pope, 
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Olivardia, Gruber, & Borowiecki, 1999; Wiseman, Gray, Mosimann, & Ahrens, 1992).  

Appearance is also a unique domain in that there is a culturally pervasive implicit 

acceptance of appearance-related stereotypes, mentioned briefly at the start of this project. 

First, the “beauty is good” stereotype: Dion, Berscheid, & Walster (1972) found that 

attractive individuals (based on ratings of photographs) were judged to be more socially 

desirable, likely to attain more prestigious careers, have happier marriages, be more 

competent spouses, have more total happiness, and be more likely to marry.  This tendency 

to stereotype based on attractiveness has been supported many times in the literature, and 

has been found to occur in a wide variety of contexts including schools, families, the legal 

system, and in dating relationships (Adams, 1977). This tendency to stereotype has also been 

found in children of different racial groups. Children who are Black, Hispanic, and White 

rate attractive children of any race to be more likeable, smarter, better at sharing, friendlier, 

and less aggressive (Langlois & Stephan, 1977).  

 Another widely held appearance-related stereotype, the collection of anti-fat 

stereotypes, has been robustly shown in different populations, from children to adults. By 

the age of 3 children are able to use weight or body shape as a way to categorize individuals 

in the social arena (White, Maura, & Spindler, 1985). Children at this young age are more 

likely to attribute negative characteristics to overweight children than to average weight or 

thin children. They can already convey that being overweight is an undesirable trait and 

that this trait makes a playmate undesirable as well. Sadly, this stigmatization of the 
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overweight is even stronger in overweight children, as they show a greater preference for 

thin playmates (Cramer & Steinwert, 1998). This suggests that children even as young as 3 

years of age have internalized fat stereotypes and may even begin to evaluate themselves on 

the basis of weight. And instead of decreasing in importance with age and cognitive 

capacity, these stereotypes increase and become ingrained by adulthood. Crandall (1994) 

has said that, “antifat attitudes appear to be currently at the stage that racism was some 50 

years ago: overt, expressible, and widely held,” (p.891, 1994). The cultural value placed on 

appearance and weight-related aspects of the self clearly make appearance a domain of self 

that is uniquely strongly socialized and uniquely interconnected with the totality of the self-

system.  

Future Directions 

 The current study began with the premise that development of domains proceeds 

along a similar pattern, regardless of what the domain is. However, based on the differences 

in appearance-related domain socialization, it may be that integration of different domains 

within the self-structure occurs differently for domains that are universally socialized and 

those that are more individualized. In preliminary analyses with the college student subset 

of data, different patterns emerged between feelings of competence and importance on 

connectedness of universal and individual domains. Specifically, no significant interaction 

effects emerged for the more ‘universal’ domains of appearance and social acceptance. For 

the more ‘individualized’ domains of athletic competence and creativity, there was a 
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significant interaction such that when the domain is considered important, higher feelings of 

competence are associated with lower connectedness of the domain. However, when the 

domain is not considered important, higher feelings of competence are related to higher 

levels of connectedness. This interesting pattern first suggests that there might be important 

distinctions in the way that universal and individualized domains are structured within the 

self. Second, these results suggest that for individualized domains, important domains in 

which the individual feels competence may be held separately from other areas of self as a 

unique marker of positive self and identity. However, for domains that are less important, 

feeling positively about them may allow the individual to connect these areas to others as a 

way of buffering negative events. However, these results are simply supposition in that 

there are no parallel data in children that can be examined within the current project for 

developmental analyses. Future research should compare development of universal versus 

individualized domains. 

 Another future direction that may be taken with the current research is to examine 

threats to self areas in an experimental manner. By using an experimental paradigm to 

simulate domain-specific feelings of challenge, developmental strategies used to combat 

these threats may be assessed in a more ‘real world’ manner. In the current study, 

participants were asked to pretend to be the individual in a situation in which domains 

were challenged, and participants are likely to have experienced the situations in a much 

milder way than if the situations actually occurred. Inducing those real feelings would be an 
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important direction to further this research. 

 The results of the current analysis also suggest that prevention and intervention 

programs targeted at reducing appearance concerns should be employed with younger age 

groups than are currently primary targets. Using these methods during adolescence may 

prove to be less effective at changing self-related structures and feelings that have already 

been or are currently being formed. Focusing efforts on age groups in which appearance is 

still a highly individualized domain, as seen in the youngest participants in the current 

project, may be a more effective strategy.   

Strengths and Limitations 

 The current project exhibited several strengths in the ways it added to the 

literature on self development, and especially on the development of self-structure. First, 

and foremost, it provided a framework within which to examine social psychological 

theories of the self through a developmental lens. This is an area that has been largely 

overlooked, and this investigation allowed for the beginnings of theorizing into the 

development of self-structure. Second, the measures utilized and modified in this analysis 

allowed for comparisons of complex self-related phenomena across a wide span of 

development. Instead of simply providing a ‘snap-shot’ view of self-structure at any one 

developmental stage, this methodology allowed for comparisons across age groups to 

begin to investigate how this structure may change with development. Third, the current 
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sample, even though varying in age, was drawn from very similar pools, allowing for 

comparisons between age groups without the additional variability due to demographic 

and sociocultural factors. 

 There are several limitations that should be taken into account when considering 

the current project as well. First, to investigate developmental phenomena, a longitudinal 

design allowing for causal relationships to be drawn would have been an ideal choice. 

However, because of pragmatic concerns, this was not a feasible option. Instead, the cross-

sectional methodology employed allowed for a preliminary look into these developmental 

questions. While this is clearly not the optimal choice, it is valuable in itself as a way of 

beginning to investigate the developmental processes. Secondly, because of the lack of 

appropriate measures to use at all levels of development, multiple versions of the same 

measure were used which may have introduced added variability at the data collection 

level. This would make it harder to find the relationships that were hypothesized. 

However, with this limitation, there is strength added to the results that were found in 

that despite the less-than-ideal measurement situation, several interesting findings 

emerged. Next, because of the unreliability of some of the measures, single item indicators 

had to be used for a few variables. Using a single item to represent a complex construct is 

not the ideal situation, but was determined to be the best solution to the current project 

given constraints of reliability.   
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 With respect to analyses, the current investigation made use of multiple analyses 

to track these developmental phenomena. Because of this, the chance of Type I error was 

increased. However, due to power concerns, Bonferroni corrections were not used. For 

this reason, the results then should be interpreted with caution and replicated. Additional 

work on the current data utilizing a more latent variable approach would be warranted 

with an appropriately large sample.  

 Finally, generalizability of the current sample is an issue given the homogeneous 

nature of the samples involved. The participants were from highly selective educational 

institutions and were predominantly from an upper-middle to upper class socioeconomic 

status. The selectivity of this group was favorable for comparisons between the groups, 

but limits the generalizability of the current findings. Future work should ascertain 

whether self development may vary in diverse samples of participants.  

Conclusions 

 This initial investigation into the development of self-structure, and the 

implications that different domain socialization stresses may have on this development 

revealed several interesting patterns that merit future investigation. There appears to be a 

clear developmental progression whereby connectedness of self domains increases 

throughout development, regardless of individual importance placed on specific self 

domains. In addition, malleability of both domain-specific and overall self-worth in 
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response to challenges to self-esteem decreases developmentally such that older 

individuals experience a more stable sense of self. Further, this developmental path may 

differ according to the universality of the specific domain being considered. Future 

research should investigate developmental differences in how universal domains and 

more individualized domains are socialized into self. 

 The current investigation has important implications for the prevention and 

intervention with appearance-related concerns. Programs designed to reduce the 

importance placed on physical appearance in the selves of growing children and 

adolescents should target elementary school participants in an attempt to decrease the 

centrality of appearance concerns before they become universally important and 

connected to a wide array of other components of self-worth to individuals and their peer 

groups. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Self Perception Profile 

 

Version 1: Self Perception Profile for Children (Harter, 1985a) 

 

Instructions: We have some sentences here and, as you can see from the top of the page 

where it says, "What I am Like," we are interested in what each of you is like, what kind 

of person you are. This is a survey, not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. Since 

kids are very different from one another, each of you will be putting something 

different. 

 

There is an example question at the top, marked (a) that will help you to see how to 

answer these questions. The question is about two kinds of kids, and we want to know 

which kids are most like you. First, decide whether you are more like the kids on the left 

side who would rather play games outdoors, or whether you are more like the kids on 

the right side who would rather watch TV. Decide which kid is most like you and then 

go to that side of the question. Now that you have decided which kid is most like you 

decide whether it is only sort of true for you or really true for you. Circle the answer that 

you have chosen. Only choose one answer. Sometimes it will be on the left side and 

other times it will be one the right side, but you can only have one answer per sentence. 

 

RT ST 
Some kids would rather play 
outdoors in their spare time 

but 
Other kids would rather watch 

TV 
ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids feel that they are very 

good at their school work 
but 

Other kids worry about 
whether they can do the 

school work assigned to them 
ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids find it hard to make 

friends 
but 

Other kids find it’s pretty easy 
to make friends 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids do very well at all kinds 

of sports 
but 

Other kids don’t feel that they 
are very good when it comes 

to sports 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are happy with the way 
they look 

but 
Other kids are not happy with 

the way they look 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids often do not like the 
way they behave 

but 
Other kids usually like the way 

they behave 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are often unhappy  with 
themselves 

but 
Other kids are pretty pleased 

with themselves 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids feel like they are just as 
smart as other kids their age 

but 
Other kids aren’t so sure and 
wonder if they are as smart 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids have a lot of friends but 

Other kids don’t have very 
many friends 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids wish they could be a lot 
better at sports 

but 
Other kids feel they are good 

enough at sports 
ST RT 
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RT ST Some kids are happy with their 
height and weight 

but 
Other kids wish their height 
or weight were different 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids usually do the right thing but 

Other kids often don’t do the 
right thing 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids don’t like the way they 
are leading their life 

but 
Other kids do like the way they 

are leading their life 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are pretty slow in 
finishing their school work 

but 
Other kids can do their school 

work quickly 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids would like to have a lot 
more friends 

but 
Other kids have as many 
friends as they want 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids think they could do well 
at just about any new sports activity 

they haven’t tried before 
but 

Other kids are afraid they 
might not do well at sports 
they haven’t ever tried 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids wish their body was 
different 

but 
Other kids like their body the 

way it is 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids usually act the way they 
know they are supposed to 

but 
Other kids often don’t act the 
way they are supposed to 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are happy with 
themselves as a person 

but 
Other kids are often not happy 

with themselves 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids often forget what they 
learn 

but 
Other kids can remember 

things easily 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are always doing things 
with a lot of kids 

but 
Other kids usually do things by 

themselves 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids feel that they are better 
than others their age at sports 

but 
Other kids don’t feel they can 

play as well 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids wish their physical 
appearance (how they look) was 

different 
but 

Other kids like their physical 
appearance the way it is 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids usually get in trouble 
because of things they do 

but 
Other kids usually don’t do 

things that get them in trouble 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids like the kind of person 
they are 

but 
Other kids often wish they 
were someone else 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids do very well at their 
classwork 

but 
Other kids don’t do very well 

at their classwork 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids wish that more people 
their age liked them 

but 
Other kids feel that most 
people their age do like them 

ST RT 

RT ST In games and sports some kids 
usually watch instead of play 

but 
Other kids usually play rather 

than just watch 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids wish something about 
their face or hair looked different 

but 
Other kids like their face and 

hair the way they are 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids do things they know 
they shouldn’t do 

but 
Other kids hardly ever do things 
they know they shouldn’t do 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are very happy being the 
way they are 

but 
Other kids wish they were 

different 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids have trouble figuring out 
the answers in school 

but 
Other kids almost always can 
figure out the answers 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are popular with others 
their age 

but 
Other kids are not very 

popular 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids don’t do well at new 
outdoor games 

but 
Other kids are good at new 

games right away 
ST RT 

RT ST Some kids thing that they are good 
looking 

but 
Other kids think that they are 

not very good looking 
ST RT 
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RT ST Some kids behave themselves very 
well 

but Other kids often find it hard 
to behave themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids are not very happy with 
the way they do a lot of things 

but Other kids think the way they 
do things is fine 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids think it is important to 
do well at schoolwork in order to 

feel good as a person 

but Other kids don’t think how 
well they do at schoolwork is 

that important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids don’t think that having a 
lot of friends is all that important 

but Other kids think that having a 
lot of friends is important to 
how they feel as a person 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids think it’s important to 

be good at sports 

but Other kids don’t think how 
good you are at sports is that 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids think it’s important to 
be good looking in order to feel 

good about themselves 

but 
Other kids don’t think that’s 

very important at all 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids think that it’s important 
to behave the way they should 

but Other kids don’t think that 
how they behave is that 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids don’t think that getting 
good grades is all that important to 
how they feel about themselves 

but 
Other kids think that getting 
good grades is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids think it’s important to 

be popular 

but Other kids don’t think that 
being popular is all that 
important to how they feel 

about themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids don’t think doing well at 
athletics is that important to how 
they feel about themselves as a 

person 

but 
Other kids feel that doing well 
at athletics is important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some kids don’t think that how 
they look is important to how they 
feel about themselves as a person 

but 
Other kids think that how 
they look is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some kids don’t think that how 
they act is all that important 

but Other kids think it’s important 
to act the way you are 

supposed to 

ST RT 

 
 

Version 2: Self Perception Profile for Adolescents (Harter, 1985b) 

 

Instructions: We have some sentences here and, as you can see from the top of your 

sheet where it says “What I am Like,” we are interested in what each of you is like, what 

kind of person you are. This is a survey, not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. 

Since teenagers are very different from one another, each of you will be putting down 

something different. Some of the statements may not apply to you – for example, if you 

have not had a job the job questions will not apply. You may simply leave those 

questions blank. 

 First let me explain how these questions work. There is a sample question at the 

top, marked (a). This question is about two kinds of teens, and we want to know which 
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teens are most like you. First, decide whether you are more like the teens on the left side 

and enjoy movies in their spare time, or more like the teens on the right side that prefer 

sporting events. Select which type of teenager is more like you. Then, in the second part 

of the question, choose whether you are just sort of like those teenagers or are really like 

them. Select that response and move on to the next question. 

 

RT ST 
Some teenagers feel that they are 
just as smart as others their age 

but 
Other teenagers aren’t so sure 
and wonder if they are smart 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers find it hard to 

make friends 
but 

For other teenagers it’s pretty 
easy 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers do very well at all 

kinds of sports 
but 

Other teenagers don’t feel that 
they are very good when it 

comes to sports 
ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers are not happy with 

the way they look 
but 

Other teenagers are happy 
with the way they look 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers feel that they are 
ready to do well at a part-time job 

but 
Other teenagers feel that they 
are not quite ready to handle a 

part time job 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers feel that if they are 
romantically interested in someone, 
that person will like them back 

but 

Other teenagers worry that 
when they like someone 

romantically, that person won’t 
like them back 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers usually do the right 
thing 

but 
Other teenagers often don’t 
do what they know is right 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are able to make 
really close friends 

but 
Other teenagers find it hard to 
make really close friends 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are often 
disappointed with themselves 

but 
Other teenagers are pretty 
pleased with themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are pretty slow in 
finishing their schoolwork 

but 
Other teenagers can do their 
school work more quickly 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers have a lot of 
friends 

but 
Other teenagers don’t have 

very many friends 
ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers think they could do 
well at just about any new athletic 

activity 
but 

Other teenagers are afraid they 
might not do well at a new 

athletic activity 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers wish their body 
was different 

but 
Other teenagers like their 
body the way it is 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers feel that they don’t 
have enough skills to do well at a 

job 
but 

Other teenagers feel that they 
do have enough skills to do a 

job well 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers are not dating the 
people they are really attracted to 

but 
Other teenagers are dating 

those people they are attracted 
to 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers often get in trouble 

for the things they do 
but 

Other teenagers usually don’t 
do things that get them in 

trouble 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers do have a close 
friend they can share secrets with 

but 
Other teenagers do not have a 
really close friend they can 

share secrets with 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t like the way 
they are leading their life 

but 
Other teenagers do like the 
way they are leading their life 

ST RT 
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RT ST Some teenagers do very well at 
their classwork 

but 
Other teenagers don’t do very 
well at their classwork 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are very hard to 
like 

but 
Other teenagers are really easy 

to like 
ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers feel that they are 
better than others their age at 

sports 
but 

Other teenagers don’t feel 
they can play as well 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers with their physical 

appearance was different 
but 

Other teenagers like their 
physical appearance the way it 

is 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers feel they are old 
enough to get and keep a paying 

job 
but 

Other teenagers do not feel 
they are old enough, yet, to 
really handle a job well 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers feel they people 
their age will be romantically 

attracted to them 
but 

Other teenagers worry about 
whether people their age will 

be attracted to them 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers feel really good 

about the way they act 
but 

Other teenagers don’t feel that 
good about the way they often 

act 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers wish they had a 
really close friend to share things 

with 
but 

Other teenagers do have a 
close friend to share things 

with 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are happy with 
themselves most of the time 

but 
Other teenagers are often not 
happy with themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers have trouble 
figuring out the answers in school 

but 
Other teenagers almost always 
can figure out the answers 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are popular with 
others their age 

but 
Other teenagers are not very 

popular 
ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t do well at 
new outdoor games 

but 
Other teenagers are good at 
new games right away 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers think that they are 
good looking 

but 
Other teenagers think that 

they are not very good looking 
ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers feel that they are 
fun and interesting on a date 

but 
Other teenagers wonder about 
how fun and interesting they 

are on a date 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers do things they 
know they shouldn’t do 

but 
Other teenagers hardly ever 
do things they know they 

shouldn’t do 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers find it hard to 
make friends they can really trust 

but 
Other teenagers are able to 
make close friends they can 

really trust 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers like the kind of 
person they are 

 
but 

Other teenagers often wish 
they were someone else 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers feel that they are 
pretty intelligent 

but Other teenagers question 
whether they are intelligent 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers feel that they are 

socially accepted 

but Other teenagers wished that 
more people their age 
accepted them 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers do not feel that 
they are very athletic 

but Other teenagers feel that they 
are very athletic 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers really like their 
looks 

but Other teenagers wish they 
looked different 

ST RT 
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RT ST 
Some teenagers feel that they are 
really able to handle the work on a 

paying job 

but Other teenagers wonder if 
they are really doing as good a 
job at work as they should be 

doing 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers usually don’t go out 
with the people they would really 

like to date 

but Other teenagers do go out 
with the people they really 

want to date 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers usually act the way 
they know they are supposed to 

but Other teenagers often don’t 
act the way they are supposed 

to 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers don’t have a friend 
that is close enough to share really 

personal thoughts with 

but Other teenagers do have a 
close friend that they can 
share personal thoughts and 

feelings with 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers are very happy 
being the way they are 

but Other teenagers wish they 
were different 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers think it is 
important to be intelligent 

but Other teenagers don’t think it 
is important to be intelligent 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t think its all 
that important to have a lot of 

friends 

but Other teenagers think that 
having a lot of friends is 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers think its important 

to be good at sports 

but Other teenagers don’t care 
much about being good at 

sports 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t care that 
much about how well they do on a 

paying job 

but Other teenagers feel its 
important that they do well on 

a paying job 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers think its important 
that the people they are 

romantically interested in like them 
back 

but Other teenagers don’t really 
care that much whether 

someone they are interested in 
likes them that much 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t think that 
doing well in school is really that 

important 

but Other teenagers think that 
doing well in school is 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers think its important 

to be popular 

but Other teenagers don’t care 
that much about whether they 

are popular 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t think that 
being athletic is that important 

but Other teenagers think that 
being athletic is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers think that how 

they look is important 

but Other teenagers don’t care 
that much about how they 

look 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers think its important 
to do their best on a paying job 

but Other teenagers don’t think 
that doing their best on a job 

is all that important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some teenagers don’t care that 
much whether they are dating 
someone they are romantically 

interested in 

but 
Other teenagers think its 
important to be dating 

someone they are interested in 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some teenagers think its important 
to act the way they are supposed to 

but Other teenagers don’t care 
that much whether they are 
acting the way they are 

supposed to 

ST RT 
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RT ST Some teenagers don’t care that 
much about having a close friend 

they can trust 

but Other teenagers think its 
important to have a really 
close friend you can trust 

ST RT 

 

Version 3: Self Perception Profile for College Students (Neemann & Harter, 1986) 

 

Instructions: The following are statements which allow college students to describe 

themselves. There are no right or wrong answers since students differ markedly. Please 

read the entire sentence across. First, decide which one of the two parts of each 

statement best describes you and select that answer. Next, in the question that pops up, 

decide whether that statement is just sort of true for you or really true for you. You will 

just check ONE of the two choices for each part of the statement. Think about what you 

are like as you read and answer each one. 

 
RT ST Some students like the kind of 

person they are 
but Other students wish that they 

were different 
ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students are not very proud 
of the work they do on their job 

but Other students are very proud 
of the work they do on their 

job 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel confident that 
they are mastering their coursework 

but Other students do not feel so 
confident 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students are not satisfied 
with their social skills 

but Other students think their 
social skills are just fine 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students are not happy with 
the way they look 

but Other students are happy with 
the way they look 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students like the way they act 
when they are around their parents 

but Other students wish they 
acted differently around their 

parents 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students get kind of lonely 
because they don’t really have a 
close friend to share things with 

but Other students don’t usually 
get too lonely because they do 
have a close friend to share 

things with 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel like they are just 
as smart or smarter than other 

students 

but 
Other students wonder if they 

are as smart 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students often question the 
morality of their behavior 

but Other students feel their 
behavior is usually moral 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that people they 
like romantically will be attracted to 

them 

but Other students worry about 
whether people they like 

romantically will be attracted 
to them 

ST RT 

RT ST When some students do something 
sort of stupid that later appears 
very funny, they find it hard to 

laugh at themselves 

but When other students do 
something sort of stupid that 
later appears very funny, they 
can easily laugh at themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel they are just as 
creative or even more so than other 

students 

but 
Other students wonder if they 

are as creative 

ST RT 
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RT ST 
Some students feel they could do 
well at just about any new athletic 
activity they haven’t tried before 

but Other students are afraid they 
might not do well at athletic 
activities they haven’t ever 

tried 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students are often 
disappointed with themselves 

but Other students are usually 
quite pleased with themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel they are very 
good at their job 

but Other students worry about 
whether they can do their job 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do very well at their 
studies 

but Other students don’t do very 
well at their studies 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students find it hard to make 
new friends 

but Other students are able to 
make new friends easily 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students are happy with their 
height and weight 

but Other students wish their 
height or weight was different 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students find it hard to act 
naturally when they are around 

their parents 

but Other students find it easy to 
act naturally around their 

parents 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students are able to make 
close friends they can really trust 

but Other students find it hard to 
make close friends they can 

really trust 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not feel they are 
very mentally able 

but Other students feel that they 
are very mentally able 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Sine students usually do what is 

morally right 

but Other students sometimes 
don’t do what they know is 

morally right 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students find it hard to 
establish romantic relationships 

but Other students don’t have 
difficulty establishing romantic 

relationships 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students don’t mind being 
kidded by their friends 

but Other students are bothered 
when friends kid them 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students worry that they are 
not as creative or inventive as other 

people 

but 
Other students feel they are 
very creative and inventive 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students don’t feel they are 
very athletic 

but Other students do feel they 
are athletic 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students usually like 
themselves as a person 

but Other students often don’t 
like themselves as a person 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel confident about 
their ability to do a new job 

but Other students worry about 
whether they can do a new job 
they haven’t tried before 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students have trouble 
figuring out homework 

assignments 

but Other students rarely have 
trouble with their homework 

assignments 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students like the way they 
interact with other people 

but Other students wish their 
interactions with other people 

were different 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students wish their body was 
different 

but Other students like their body 
the way it is 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel comfortable 
being themselves around their 

parents 

but Other students have difficulty 
being themselves around their 

parents 

ST RT 
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RT ST 
Some students don’t have a close 
friend they can share their personal 

thoughts and feelings with 

but Other students do have a 
friend who is close enough for 
them to share thoughts that 

are really personal 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel they are just as 
bright or brighter than most people 

but Other students wonder if they 
are as bright 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students would like to be a 
better person morally 

but Other students think they are 
quite moral 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students have the ability to 
develop romantic relationships 

but Other students do not find it 
easy to develop romantic 

relationships 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students have a hard time 
laughing at the ridiculous or silly 

things they do 

but 
Other students find it easy to 

laugh at themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not feel that they 
are very inventive 

but Other students feel that they 
are very inventive 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel they are better 
than others at sports 

but Other students don’t feel they 
can play as well 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students really like the way 
they are leading their lives 

but Other students often don’t 
like the way they are leading 

their lives 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students are not satisfied 
with the way they do their job 

but Other students are quite 
satisfied with the way they do 

their job 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students sometimes do not 
feel intellectually competent at their 

studies 

but Other students usually do feel 
intellectually competent at 

their studies 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel that they are 
socially accepted by many people 

but Other students wish more 
people accepted them 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students like their physical 
appearance the way it is 

but Other students do not like 
their physical appearance 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students find that they are 
unable to get along with their 

parents 

but 
Other students get along with 
their parents quite well 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students are able to make 
really close friends 

but Other students find it hard to 
make really close friends 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students would really rather 
be different 

but Other students are very happy 
being the way they are 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students question whether 
they are very intelligent 

but Other students feel they are 
intelligent 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students live up to their own 

moral standards 

but Other students have trouble 
living up to their moral 

standards 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students worry that when 
they like someone romantically, 
that person won’t like them back 

but Other students feel that when 
they are romantically 

interested in someone, that 
person will like them back 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students can really laugh at 
certain things they do 

but Other students have a hard 
time laughing at themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel they have a lot 

of original ideas 

but Other students question 
whether their ideas are very 

original 

ST RT 
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RT ST 
Some students don’t do well at 
activities requiring physical skill 

but Other students are good at 
activities requiring physical 

skill 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students are often dissatisfied 
with themselves 

but Other students are usually 
satisfied with themselves 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel it’s important to 
be good at athletics 

but Other students do not feel 
athletics is all that important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not feel that 
creativity is very important 

but Other students feel that 
creativity is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students think that it is 
important to be able to laugh at 

certain things they do 

but Other students do not think 
that being able to laugh at 
certain things they do is 

important at all 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not feel that the 
ability to establish romantic 
relationships is very important 

but Other students do feel the 
ability to establish romantic 
relationships is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that behaving 

morally is important 

but Other students do not feel 
behaving morally is all that 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel that being smart 
isn’t all that important 

but Other students feel that it is 
important to be smart 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel that it is 
important to be able to make really 

close friends 

but Other students do not feel 
that it is all that important to 
be able to make close friends 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not think that 
being able to get along with their 

parents is important 

but Other students do think it is 
important to be able to get 
along with their parents 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that being good 

looking is important 

but Other students do not think 
that being good looking is 

very important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel that being able 
to make new friends easily is not 

that important 

but Other students feel that being 
able to make new friends 
easily is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that doing well 
at their studies is important 

but Other students do not feel 
that doing well at their studies 

is all that important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not think that 
being good at their job is very 

important 

but Other students think it is very 
important to be good at their 

job 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel that it is not all 
that important to be good at sports 

but Other students feel that it is 
important to be good at sports 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that being 
inventive or creative is important 

but Other students do not feel 
that being inventive or 

creative is all that important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students do not think it is 
important to be able to laugh at 

stupid things they do 

but Other students do think it is 
important to be able to laugh 
at stupid things they do 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that being able 
to establish romantic relationships 

is important 

but Other students do not feel 
that being able to establish 
romantic relationships is all 

that important 

ST RT 
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RT ST Some students do not think that it 
is important to live up to their 

moral standards 

but Other students think that 
living up to their moral 

standards is very important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students think it is important 

to be bright 

but Other students do not think 
that being bright is all that 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel that being able 
to make close friends they can 
really trust is not that important 

but Other students feel that being 
able to make close friends they 

can really trust is very 
important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students think it is important 
to maintain a good relationship 

with their parents 

but Other students do not think it 
is all that important to 

maintain a good relationship 
with their parents 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students feel appearance is 
not that important 

but Other students do feel 
appearance is important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students feel it is important 

to be socially accepted 

but Other students do not feel 
that being socially accepted is 

all that important 

ST RT 

RT ST Some students think that it is not 
important to be good at their 

classwork 

but Other students feel that being 
good at their classwork is very 

important 

ST RT 

RT ST 
Some students think that it is 

important to be responsible when 
working at their job 

but Other students do not think it 
is that important to be 

responsible when working at 
their job 

ST RT 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Modified Contingencies of Worth Scale (Crocker, Luhtanen, Cooper, & Bouvrette, 

2003) 

 

Version 1: Child 

 

Instructions: Please respond to each of the following statements by selecting your 

answer using the scale from "1 = Strongly disagree" to "7 = Strongly agree." If you 

haven't experienced the situation described in a particular statement, please answer how 

you think you would feel if that situation occurred. 

 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

     
Disagree 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

       
Neutral 

Agree 
Somewhat 

         
Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

Doing well in school 
makes me feel good 
about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can’t like myself if 
others don’t like me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel good about 
myself when I do well 
at sports. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I think I look 
pretty/handsome, I feel 
good about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really bad 
about myself if I didn’t 
do what I thought was 
right. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel better about 
myself when I know I 
am doing well at 
school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I don’t care if other 
people don’t like me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I do badly at 
sports I don’t like 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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I can feel good about 
myself even when I 
don’t think I look good. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really bad 
about myself if I did 
something that I 
thought was wrong. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on how 
I do at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I don’t care what other 
people think of me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can feel good about 
myself even if I don’t 
do well at sports. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My self-esteem is 
influenced by how 
pretty/handsome my 
face is. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on 
whether I think I’m 
doing what is right. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel bad about myself 
when I get bad grades 
at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How good I feel about 
myself depends on how 
good others feel about 
me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being good at sports is 
very important to how I 
feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It does not matter to 
me if I think I am 
pretty or handsome. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really good 
about myself if I 
behaved all day. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Version 2: Adolescent 

 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

     
Disagree 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

       
Neutral 

Agree 
Somewhat 

         
Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

Doing well in school 
makes me feel good 
about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can’t like myself if 
others don’t like me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel good about 
myself when I do well 
at sports. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I think I look 
pretty/handsome, I feel 
good about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really bad 
about myself if I didn’t 
do what I thought was 
right. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I consider how I do at 
my job to be important 
to my self-worth. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My attractiveness as a 
romantic partner is 
really important to how 
I feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Whether or not I have 
close friends is 
important to my sense 
of worth. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel better about 
myself when I know I 
am doing well at 
school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I don’t care if other 
people don’t like me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I do badly at 
sports I don’t like 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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I can feel good about 
myself even when I 
don’t think I look good. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really bad 
about myself if I did 
something that I 
thought was wrong. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My performance at 
work doesn’t impact 
how I feel about 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Whether or not I am 
dating someone isn’t an 
important part of how I 
feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My close friendships 
don’t really impact how 
I feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on how 
I do at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I don’t care what other 
people think of me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can feel good about 
myself even if I don’t 
do well at sports. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My self-esteem is 
influenced by how 
pretty/handsome my 
face is. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on 
whether I think I’m 
doing what is right. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Doing well at work 
makes me feel that I 
have more worth as a 
person. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My self-worth depends 
on whether or not 
others want to date me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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My best friendships are 
an important part of 
feeling good about 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel bad about myself 
when I get bad grades 
at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How good I feel about 
myself depends on how 
good others feel about 
me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being good at sports is 
very important to how I 
feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It does not matter to 
me if I think I am 
pretty or handsome. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really good 
about myself if I 
behaved all day. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Getting fired from a job 
makes me feel like I 
have no self-worth. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being successful in a 
romantic relationship 
doesn’t make me feel 
differently about myself 
than if I were 
unsuccessful. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It doesn’t matter to me 
if I have someone to 
share my feelings and 
thoughts with whom I 
can trust. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Version 3: College Student 

 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

     
Disagree 

Disagree 
Somewhat 

       
Neutral 

Agree 
Somewhat 

         
Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

Doing well in school 
makes me feel good 
about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can’t like myself if 
others don’t like me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I do badly at 
sports I don’t like 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I think I look 
pretty/handsome, I feel 
good about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really bad 
about myself if I did 
something that I 
thought was wrong. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on how 
I do at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My performance at 
work doesn’t impact 
how I feel about 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My attractiveness as a 
romantic partner is 
really important to how 
I feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My close friendships 
don’t really impact how 
I feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Thinking of myself as 
creative is important to 
how I feel about 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It is important to me to 
feel like I am smart. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Having a good 
relationship with my 
parents is an important 
part of feeling good 
about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Having a good sense of 
humor makes me feel 
good about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on how 
I do at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How good I feel about 
myself depends on how 
good others feel about 
me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being good at sports is 
very important to how I 
feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can feel good about 
myself even when I 
don’t think I look good. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself depends on 
whether I think I’m 
doing what is right. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Doing well at work 
makes me feel that I 
have more worth as a 
person. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Whether or not I am 
dating someone isn’t an 
important part of how I 
feel about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My best friendships are 
an important part of 
feeling good about 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel that my creativity 
is one of the most 
important things about 
me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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My sense of worth 
would suffer if I felt 
unintelligent. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

How I feel about 
myself doesn’t depend 
on how well I get along 
with my parents. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I can feel good about 
myself even if I don’t 
feel that I have a good 
sense of humor. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel bad about myself 
when I get bad grades 
at school. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It does not matter to 
me if I think I am 
pretty or handsome. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I would feel really good 
about myself if I had 
the chance to do 
something immoral that 
might benefit me but 
did the right thing 
instead. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Getting fired from a job 
makes me feel like I 
have no self-worth. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My self-worth depends 
on whether or not 
others want to date me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It doesn’t matter to me 
if I have someone to 
share my feelings and 
thoughts with whom I 
can trust. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It doesn’t matter to me 
if I have someone to 
share my feelings and 
thoughts with whom I 
can trust. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Feeling unoriginal and 
uncreative hurts my 
view of myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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I would feel best about 
myself if I thought I 
was smart. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Having a fight with my 
parents would have no 
impact on how I feel 
about myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being able to laugh at 
myself is an important 
part of how I feel about 
myself. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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APPENDIX C 

Selves Questionnaire 

Note: All three versions of this measure are identical, so only one is presented. 

 

Instructions: In this section we’ll ask you to list words describing yourself.  You can fill 

all ten spaces in the list, but you don't have to.  You will also be asked to circle how 

much each of the words describes you, to the right of each word. 

 

List words that describe the type of person you believe you ACTUALLY ARE NOW.  

Use adjectives (describing words), not people's names.   
  Just a 

Little 
Pretty 
much 

Very 
much 

Very, 
very 
much! 

1.       
2.       
3.      
4.      
5.      
6.      
7.      
8.      
9.      
10.      
 

List words that describe the type of person you would IDEALLY LIKE TO BE –that is, 

you wish, desire, or hope to be – and how much you would like to be like that.  
  Just a 

Little 
Pretty 
much 

Very 
much 

Very, 
very 
much! 

1.       
2.       
3.      
4.      
5.      
6.      
7.      
8.      
9.      
10.      

 

List words that describe the type of person you believe you OUGHT TO BE – that is, 

you believe it is your duty or responsibility to be – and how much you think you ought 
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to be like that. 
  Just a 

Little 
Pretty 
much 

Very 
much 

Very, 
very 
much! 

1.       
2.       
3.      
4.      
5.      
6.      
7.      
8.      
9.      
10.      
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APPENDIX D 

 

Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale 

 

Note: All three versions of this measure are identical, so only one is presented. 

 

Instructions: Below is a list of statements dealing with your general feelings about 

yourself. If you Strongly Agree, circle SA. If you Agree with the statement, circle A. If 

you Disagree, circle D. If you Strongly Disagree, circle SD. 

  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

I feel that I'm a person of worth, 

at least on an equal plane with 

others. 

SA A D SD 

I feel that I have a number of 

good qualities. 

SA A D SD 

All in all, I am inclined to feel 

that I am a failure. 

SA A D SD 

I am able to do things as well as 

most other people. 

SA A D SD 

I feel I do not have much to be 

proud of. 

SA A D SD 

I take a positive attitude toward 

myself. 

SA A D SD 

On the whole, I am satisfied with 

myself. 

SA A D SD 

I wish I could have more respect 

for myself. 

SA A D SD 

I certainly feel useless at times. SA A D SD 

At times I think I am no good at 

all. 

SA A D SD 
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APPENDIX E 

Domain Specific Self-esteem 

Version 1: Child 

This questionnaire has to do with how you feel about some of your activities and 

abilities. Pretend you are in a room with 100 of your classmates. For the first 5 items 

below, you should rate yourself compared to other kids your age on each item by using 

the following scale: 

 

A = Better than some of your classmates, or better than about 25 classmates in the room. 

B = Better than about half of your classmates, or better than about 50 classmates in the 

room. 

C = Better than most of your classmates, or better than about 75 classmates in the room. 

D = Better than almost all of your classmates, or better than about 99 of your classmates 

in the room. 

 

1. Academic Ability _______ 

2. Pretty or Handsome _______ 

3. Athletic Ability _______ 

4. Social Skills ______ 

5. Behavior ______ 

 

Now rate how sure you are about how you think you rate on the same traits compared 

to your classmates (you may choose any letter). 

 

A = Not at all sure 

B = Moderately sure 

C = Quite sure 

D = Very sure 

 

1. Academic Ability _______ 

2. Pretty or Handsome _______ 

3. Athletic Ability _______ 

4. Social Skills ______ 

5. Behavior ______ 

 

Version 2: Adolescent 

This questionnaire has to do with your attitudes about some of your activities and 

abilities. For the first 8 items below, you should rate yourself relative to other students 

your own age by using the following scale: 
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A           B           C           D          E          F          G          H          I          J  
Bottom     lower        lower        lower        upper      upper       upper       upper      upper      upper   

5%              10%           20%            50%          50%          50%          30%           20%         10%          5% 

 

1. Academic Ability ____ 

2. Physical Appearance ____ 

3. Athletic Ability ____ 

4. Social Acceptance ____ 

5. Job Competence ____ 

6. Romantic Appeal ____ 

7. Behavioral Conduct ____ 

8. Close Friendships ____ 

 

Now rate how certain you are of your standing on each of the above traits (you may 

choose any letter): 

 

A          B          C          D          E          F          G          H          I 
Not at                                                       moderately                                                      extremely  
All certain                                                    certain                                                             certain  

 

1. Academic Ability ____ 

2. Physical Appearance ____ 

3. Athletic Ability ____ 

4. Social Acceptance ____ 

5. Job Competence ____ 

6. Romantic Appeal ____ 

7. Behavioral Conduct ____ 

8. Close Friendships ____ 
 

Version 3: College Student 

This questionnaire has to do with your attitudes about some of your activities and 

abilities. For the first 12 items below, you should rate yourself relative to other college 

students your own age by using the following scale: 

A           B           C           D          E          F          G          H          I          J  
Bottom     lower        lower        lower        upper      upper       upper       upper      upper      upper   

5%              10%           20%            50%          50%          50%          30%           20%         10%          5% 

 

1. Creativity ____ 

2. Intellectual Ability ____ 

3. Scholastic Competence ____ 

4. Job Competence ____ 
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5. Athletic Competence ____ 

6. Physical Attractiveness ____ 

7. Romantic Relationships ____ 

8. Social Acceptance ____ 

9. Close Friendships ____ 

10. Parental Relationships ____ 

11. Sense of Humor ____ 

12. Morality ____ 

 

Now rate how certain you are of your standing on each of the above traits (you may 

choose any letter): 

 

A          B          C          D          E          F          G          H          I 
Not at                                                       moderately                                                      extremely  
All certain                                                    certain                                                             certain  

 

1. Creativity ____ 

2. Intellectual Ability ____ 

3. Scholastic Competence ____ 

4. Job Competence ____ 

5. Athletic Competence ____ 

6. Physical Attractiveness ____ 

7. Romantic Relationships ____ 

8. Social Acceptance ____ 

9. Close Friendships ____ 

10. Parental Relationships ____ 

11. Sense of Humor ____ 

12. Morality ____ 
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APPENDIX F 

Connectedness of Self Domains Vignettes 

Version 1: Child 

 

For this measure, children were presented with a situation and asked several questions 

about how they might think or feel in that situation. Identical questions followed each 

vignette, and consisted of the following: 

 

a. What would you think next? 

b. How would you feel if this happened to you? Why? 

c. How much would the situation change how you felt about yourself in these areas? 

 Would Not 

Change at All 

Would Change A 

Little 

Would Change a 

Moderate 

Amount 

Would Change A 

Lot 

Academics     

Appearance     

Athletics     

Social     

Behavioral     

Overall     

 

Vignettes: 

1. You took a test yesterday in math. When you get the test back today, you find out 

that you have failed the test. 

2. You are hanging around school when a classmate comes up to you and says that 

he/she thinks you are ugly. 

3. You were working on a project in art class. The classmate next to you turns to you 

and says that you are fat. 

4. Your gym teacher has all of your class run a race today in class. You reach the end 

and realize that you’ve won the race. 

5. You go to the lunchroom to eat your lunch. When you get there your friends have 

already sat down at a table and there is no room for you at that table. 

6. You are not paying attention during class and your teacher tells you to behave. 
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Version 2: Adolescents 

 

For this measure, adolescents were presented with a situation and asked several 

questions about how they might think or feel in that situation. Identical questions 

followed each vignette, and consisted of the following: 

 

a. What would you think next? 

b. How would you feel if this happened to you? Why? 

c. How much would the situation change how you felt about yourself in these areas? 

 Would Not 

Change at All 

Would Change A 

Little 

Would Change a 

Moderate 

Amount 

Would Change A 

Lot 

Academics     

Appearance     

Athletics     

Social Acceptance     

Behavioral     

Job Competence     

Romantic Appeal     

Close Friendships     

Overall     

 

Vignettes: 

1. You took a test yesterday in math. When you get the test back today, you find out 

that you have failed the test. 

2. Today after school you are walking outside when you overhear a classmate telling 

a group that they think you are ugly. 

3. You were working on a project in art class. Your friend whispers to a classmate 

next to them, but you can overhear your friend saying that it looks like you’ve 

gained weight. 

4. Your gym teacher has all of your class run a race today in class. You reach the end 

and realize that you’ve won the race. 

5. You go to the lunchroom to eat your lunch. When you get there your friends have 

already sat down at a table and there is no room for you at that table. 

6. You are not paying attention during class and your teacher tells you to behave. 

7. You have just gotten fired from your job. 

8. The person you like just asked you out for a date. 

9. You feel like you have no one to talk to about your problems. 
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Version 3: College Students 

 

For this measure, students were presented with a situation and asked several questions 

about how they might think or feel in that situation. Identical questions followed each 

vignette, and consisted of the following: 

 

a. What would you think next? 

b. How would you feel if this happened to you? Why? 

c. How much would the situation change how you felt about yourself in these areas? 

 Would Not 

Change at All 

Would Change A 

Little 

Would Change a 

Moderate 

Amount 

Would Change A 

Lot 

Intellectual 

Ability 

    

Scholastic ability     

Job ability     

Athletic ability     

Physical 

appearance 

    

Romantic 

relations 

    

Social Acceptance     

Close Friendships     

Parent Relations     

 

Vignettes: 

1. You took a test yesterday in math. When you get the test back today, you find out 

that you have failed the test.  

 

2. Today you are walking outside when you overhear a classmate talking about you 

and saying that they think you are not very attractive. 

 

3. You are working on an art project. Your friends in the class are talking next to you 

and you overhear them saying they think you have gained weight. 

 

4. You are taking a gym class this semester and your teacher has all of your class run a 

race today. You reach the end and realize that you’ve won the race. 

 

5. You go to the dining hall to eat your lunch. When you get there your friends have 

already sat down at a table and there is no room for you at that table. 

 

6. You have been asked by a classmate to help them cheat on a math test. You know it 
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is wrong but you still do it anyway. 

 

7. You have just gotten fired from your job. 

 

8. The person you like just asked you out for a date. 

 

9. You feel like you have no one to talk to about your problems. 

 

10. You had an assignment for your art class and the teacher told you that your idea 

was not original. 

 

11. You were standing in the hallway of a school building and overheard someone 

describing you as “not very smart.” 

 

12. You and your parents got into a fight on the phone last night. 

 

13. During a presentation in class, you fell down and made a joke about yourself to 

cover up your embarrassment. Everyone laughed with your joke. 
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APPENDIX G 

Normative Importance 

Version 1: Child 

This next set of questions asks you to think about how you think your other classmates feel 

about different areas. Think about being in a room full of 100 of your classmates. You are 

asked to indicate how many students you think would raise their hands if they were asked 

to raise their hand to indicate if they agree with the sentence given. For example, if the 

students in the room were asked, “How many of you like ice cream?” If you think that all of 

them would raise their hands to this question, then you would circle ‘100’ below. If you 

think that about half the students would raise their hands, you would circle ‘50’.  

 

1. My appearance is a really important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

2. I don’t think school is a very important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

3. It is important to me to follow the rules that my parents and teachers make for me. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

4. It doesn’t matter to me whether I am athletic or not. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

5. I feel best about myself if other kids like me. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

 

Version 2: Adolescent 
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This next set of questions asks you to think about how you think your other classmates 

feel about different areas. Think about being in a room full of 100 of your classmates. 

You are asked to indicate how many students you think would raise their hands if they 

were asked to raise their hand to indicate if they agree with the sentence given. For 

example, if the students in the room were asked, “How many of you like ice cream?” If 

you think that all of them would raise their hands to this question, then you would circle 

‘100’ below. If you think that about half the students would raise their hands, you would 

circle ‘50’.  

 

1. How well I do at school is a really important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

2. Its not important to me if other people don’t like me. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

3. Doing well at sports is a very important part of myself. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

4. It doesn’t matter to me whether I am good-looking. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

5. How well I perform at a job is an important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

6. I don’t care whether people think I am an attractive person to date. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

7. I consider how I behave to be an integral part of who I am. 
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          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

8. It doesn’t really matter whether I have a close friend or not. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

 

Version 3: College Students 

 

This next set of questions asks you to think about how you think your other classmates 

feel about different areas. Think about being in a room full of 100 of your classmates. 

You are asked to indicate how many students you think would raise their hands if they 

were asked to raise their hand to indicate if they agree with the sentence given. For 

example, if the students in the room were asked, “How many of you like ice cream?” If 

you think that all of them would raise their hands to this question, then you would circle 

‘100’ below. If you think that about half the students would raise their hands, you would 

circle ‘50’.  

 

1. How well I do at school is a really important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

2. I feel best about myself when I feel like I am smart. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

3. My feelings about myself rest heavily on how creative and unique I feel I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

 

4. Its not important to me if other people don’t like me. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 
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3. Doing well at sports is a very important part of myself. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

4. It doesn’t matter to me whether I am good-looking. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

5. How well I perform at a job is an important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

6. I don’t care whether people think I am an attractive person to date. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

7. I consider how moral I am to be an integral part of me. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

8. It doesn’t really matter whether I have a close friend or not. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

9. My sense of worth depends on the quality of my relationship with my parents. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 

 

10. Being able to find humor in my life is an important part of who I am. 

          How many students out of the 100 in the room would raise their hands? 

 

                        10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100 
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APPENDIX H 

Selves Coding System  
 

Coding Definitions 

 

I. Overall Focus - Read through the answers the child has given to the selves 

questionnaire you are coding. First, code the overall ‘feel’ of the items. Do not focus on 

any one particular item, but code for a general sense of how much of the child’s answers 

are based either on attributes or behaviors, as defined below. 

 

Attributes – This is a code of the level of attribute focus the child shows in his answers.  

Anything related to a general internal trait (i.e. funny, nice, happy) or external trait 

(pretty, brown hair, tall) and not a specific behavior (i.e. play nice, do my homework) 

would be considered attribute focused.  You are not necessarily counting types 

statements, just coding the general ‘feel’ of the statements as a whole. 

 

Behaviors – This is a code of the level of behavioral focus the child shows in his 

answers.  Anything related to either specific or general behaviors (i.e. play nice, do my 

homework) and not a general trait (i.e. funny, happy, nice) would be considered 

behavior focused.  You are not necessarily counting types statements, just coding the 

general ‘feel’ of the statements as a whole. 

 

This is coded on a 4 point scale: 

 

1. No mention of attributes/ behaviors at all.  The child’s answers are composed 

entirely of the other dimension.  

2. A small focus on attributes/behaviors.  Not necessary a specific number of 

attributes/behaviors mentioned, just a small to medium proportion of the overall 

number of answers.  

3. Much of their answer is composed of attribute/behavior-focused statements. 

Medium to high focus on attributes/behaviors. 

4. Their answer is either exclusively, or almost exclusively attribute or behavior 

focused.  

 

II. Item-level coding - Next, for each individual answer on the ‘selves’ questionnaire, 

code each item’s focus first on the coding sheet. 0 = Behavior Referent; 1 = Attribute 

Referent 

 

Items that have been coded as “behavior referent” are not coded further. Items which 

are coded as “attribute referent” are then coded on the content of the statement as falling 
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within one of the following 5 categories: 

 

Academic Referent: Anything related to academic competence or intellectual abilities. 

 

Appearance Referent: Anything related to a dimension of personal appearance.  This 

could be in relation to facial appearance (i.e. pretty, ugly, attractive), weight (fat, skinny, 

etc.), body size or shape (tall, short) or a particular characteristic (blonde, blue eyes, 

short legs, etc.).  Some examples would be: “brown hair”, “fat”, “too short”, etc. 

 

Social Referent: Anything that refers to the presence of another person(s), either literally 

(person(s) mentioned) or implied (group/situation referred).  Both simple presence 

statements and other-reflected statements would fall into this category.  Examples: “I 

have lots of friends”, “They like me because I am funny”, “ I go places with mom and 

dad”, “I like her as a friend”, “Treat people nice”.  Animals do not count as social 

reference groups.  

 

Nonsocial Referent: Anything related to other self dimensions not covered by the 

previous 3 categories. 

 

Other: Other reference not categorized above. Could be related to a specific object (“I 

have a bike”) 

 

 

III. Valence of Statements – These include several codes on the ‘feel’ of the child’s 

answers.   

 

Valence refers to positive, neutral or negative focus of the attribute. Positive attributes 

would be things that the individual indicates they feel good about. Examples might 

include “smart” or “pretty.” Negative attributes would be items that indicate a negative 

feeling about. Examples of negative attributes may be “stupid” or “fat”. Either the 

negation of a positive statement ‘I don’ts, I can’ts, etc,’ expressions of dislike, or the 

presence of socially ‘negative’ traits or behaviors would be considered negatively 

valenced statements. Statements with no apparent positive to negative valence would be 

considered neutral. 

 

IV. Overall Information 

 

a. Importance of Statement: 

 -Record the number the participant has selected for how important the item is to 

themselves. 
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b. Number of Statements: 

 Total the number of statements and enter here. Then total the number of 

statements that fall within each of the reference categories and enter then in the 

appropriate space. 
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